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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Volume CIII; No. 15

Waldo Declares His
CLUBS DEMAND
Company Planned A MURRAY STUDENTS R. L. Hughes, Route One
THREE SENTENCED
CLEARING UP Power Experiment TTAIN HIGH RANK
Wins Living Room Suite TUESDAY IN FIRST
, OF CITY WATER
IN MUSIC FESTIVAL 3199 Lucky Number; Eight
DAY COURT TRIALS
Others Split $25 in Cash
9

WASHINGTON, Apill 10-Testimony that a private utilities com0
pany had prepared a model rural
a ticket. Anyone who desired, to
Special Meeting of Council
electrification
plan
do so was given an opportunity to
before the
City Authorities to be Peti- Tennessee
Valley Authority enter- Murray High School, Trainand Sewerage Co., Close
object to any procedure without
Unexpectedly
tioned at Next Meeting
ed that- field, was presentd todag,
giving any 'reason. No one object- Tommy Driver Murder Case
ing School Place Entries
Deal After Delay
ttl.sate regeral.2.or Commission._
-_
ed and the- little girt-blindfoldffit , -Set for Thursday (Today)
in Higher Ratings
-3199 was -th-e lucky number- and
W. G. Waldo, president of the
Moved from Wed.
proceeded with the drawing.
WORK LIKELY TO BEGIN'
the beautiful, living room suite
Southern Industries and Utilities
WOMAN'S CLUBS ARE
The truck which was used as a
800
given
MUSICI
WITHIN FEW WEEKS
away
last
ANS
Saturday
OF
THE
afterBACKING PETITION Company, offered this evidence
DIST. ATTEND MEET noon by The Ledger & Times was platform was a new Chevrolet, do- GRAND JURY RETURNS
with a map of Calloway county in
TWELVE INDICTMENTS
won
The Murray City Council purby
R. L. Hughes, Collaway nated through the courtesy of the
Kentucky as the demonstration
Several of the Murray clubs have
county farmer, who .lives about 3 Porter Motor Co., local Chevrolet
chased the Murray sewerage system
center. Waldo has been on the
Mutray
and
Calloway
county
joined with the Murray Woman's
Three have been given penitenfrom the Murray Sewerage Comstand several days in his company's Students received much recogni- miles southwest of Murray on dealers.
In demanding the clearing up of
The suite which was given was tiary sentences in the April term
pany at a special meeting of the
claim for $405,049.90 from TVA for tion in the District Music Festival Murray Route I.
the Murray water supply. The
land and dam sites 170 miles down hcld at Murray College last Friday
A tremendous crowd attended on display all during the contest at of court which opened here Moncouncilmen and the board of dirmove was instigated by the Murthe Tennessee river from present and Saturday. There were over the drawing which was held in the E. S. Diuguid & Son's .fusiniture day and the grand jury has reectors of the company Monday afray Woman's Club and investiga800 entrants including high schools northeast corner of the court store on the north side of the turned 12 indictments todate. The
TVA dam projects.
ternoon. The check for $24,000 was
tions were made by them. The
The witness told the commis- from throughout the surrounding square. J. P. Camp, west side far- fsquare and was inspected by hun- sentences total seven years.
delivered to Jesse Sexton, secremernbers of the Young Business
sioners, who are serving as final ciianties.
The court opened Monday with
The winnings of the mer, Esq. W. A. Patterson, east dreds during the time the offer was
tary-treasUrer of the company by
Men's Club signed the petition
referees 'in the cost dispute, that Murray students speaks well for side farmer, and W. T. Sledd,
City Treasurer E. A. Lassiter after
Sr., on. The winner was given choice the impanel)ing of the grand jury
Monday night. Several hundred
his company planned to make Vie community with the' itittirraY Murray merchant, were the
the reading of the deed and stipujudges of either mohair or tapestry cov- by Judge Ira D. Smith. Uric'Kelsignatures were reported to have
so was named foreman of the
electric power available for every !fish School, Training School and who presided over and
lations of the contract. The ordisupervised ering. Mr. Hughes chose the mobeen secured by the clubs.
group. In the instruction to the
farm in Calloway county as an New Concord students receiving the drawing, which
nance, number 63. ordering the
was done by hair.
The move .was answered by the
experiment in power marketing. honors
grand jury Judge Smith stated
little
purchase was read and a deed of
Miss
Anette
Kentucky-Tennessee
Webb,
There
of
were, of course, not near
the
Light
and He said his
that "the present was a rapid and
The events were rated "spperior", South Pleasant
study 'will become TVA
conveyance was delivered.
Power Co.., however the first of the
Grove comniunity. so many new subscribers to The
dangerous age" with many laws
property tvhen the present claim 'excellent", "good", and 'lair."
Manager Carney Says Construction, week in the announcement
in
the
southwest
part of the county. Ledger & Times during the time
by the has been
The purchase by the city reprebeing broken and many living in
In the B competition the Murray Little
decided.
Already Approved. To Be
cpmpany that construction would
Miss Webb was chosen by the event ran as there were resented all assets of the company
'
disregard for the law. He held
High School band was rated "exStarted Soon.
begin at an early date of an aeratGenie Gilbert, north side farmer, newals. The reason is obvious. A
with the exception of the cash in
that many of the younger people
cellent" and the Murray Training_
ing plant.
who lives about six miles north of great percentage of families in the
'hand and in the bank and accounts
and older one as well were "getSchool band was rated "excellent"
Robert L. Carney, local manager
The petition:
Murray. Thus every section of the county were already taking the pareceivable. The City of Murray of the Kentucky-Tennessee
ting off the road" in regard to
hi class C. In the woodwind quinLight
About
will collect the dues for the first SC Power Co., announced Tuesday PETITION FOR TREATMENT OF
three-fourths of respect and,obeyance of the law.
tet Murray was rated superior county, north, south, east and west p e r.
sides
and
the
MURRAY
city
those
of
WATER
Murray
who
became
was
new subscrib- Ip regard to the liquor problem
quarter of the year and for the ,that the company would begin conalong with other. entrants and
ers had been reading a neighbor's Judge Smith said that Murray like
first eight days of April and turn struction right away on
Maurice Carter was rated "su- represented in the drawing.
dii aerating To the Mayor and the City
-As
a
surprise,
$25 in cash was also or friend's paper. However, we other communities no doubt had
them over to the Sewerage Com- plant for the city wat
which, it Council of Murray:
Elected Head ('ounsul of W. 0. W. perior" in the trombone solo. given
by The Ledger & Thnes in have had a net gain of 150 in the roadhduses and similar businesses
The petition of the undersigned,
Thomas Crawford was rated "fair"
pany. This was advised due to was -expected, woul
solve the
for Kentucky-Indian
in trumpet contest and in violin appreciation of the response to the county since last October and from where liquor is sold and drunk.
slight' changes in the rates under' problems of foreign matter and citizens of Murray and the imJurisdletio
ic
offer which exceeded all ecpecta- March 23 to Saturday added 64 to He urged the investigatiesit of such
_
311.ss Helen Hire was rated '
- the city ownership. The,sewerage carbon. dinoide in the water. - - mediately _adjacent GOMFRUltit y-and
,
extions. There wat slightly more oOf list.-Saturday morning alone, establishments
rent or fees.-will be payable at the 'The plans were drawn by Neal consumers of water supplied under
Max B. Hurt, assistant post- cellent."
In the boys' piano entries Billie than 1,400 tickets in the Vox. We we had 112 r•
,
W. Knight consultant in construc- franchise terms granted by the master of Murray, was signally
city office hereafter, effective
new subTuesday was the active day of
g. --Defitiiie plans in regard to tion engineering and chemist of the governing body of Montt re- honored by the W. 0. W. fraternal Pollard, Training School. was rated had thought it would run to 700
the first three and theee were
spectfully
sets
to
forth:
800
gsod
and
evenand
in
in
our
the general piano enmost op- '1Cribr3.
Water
amortization of the debt have not Louisville
Works.
Mr.
order at their meeting at EvansA complete list of the circulation given ,,terms in the penitentiary.
(a) That the City water of Mur- vIlle Monday and Wednesday this tie's Miss Mary Mellen was rated timistic monients we had not an- of the Ledger & Times, showing
been announced but'the citizens' Ksight visited Murray a few weeks
the Jeffrey Bailey was given 5 years
ticipated
excellent.
in oboe contest Miss
.more than 1,000 tickets number of copies
costs of sewerage service will re- ago•and took samples of the watei. ray contains chemicals and sedi- week with the position of head
going-to each on a charge of robbery. Bailey,
Betty
Adair was rated good. Miss at the outside.
main the -same with the exception After an analysis he drew the ment 4shich impair its usefulness counsul for the Kentucky-Indiana
town and on each rural route in Negro, was charged with being acGatlin. . Murray
The $25 extra was carreid out as the county,
High
of a few changes that will not af- plans for the aerating plant which for bathing and laundry purposes; Jurisdiction, Mr. Hurt will repre- Eleanor
as well as elsewhere, cessory to the robbing of Deputy
Jailer Albert Parker of about $5
would eliminate the
(b) that said chemicals and sedi- sent the district in the Sovereign &hot)]. was rated 'superior in mez- follows. The next two tickets got is published in this edition. fect the homes and uptown busi- he said
trouble. The plan was completed ment cause unsightly stains on camp meeting to be held in New zo-soprano vocal solo.
and his pistol in the jail break of
a $5 check each and the next six
ness houses.
Editorializ
ing
in
news
the
ColThe' Murray High School mixed a $2.50 check each. Mrs.
on March 28,_-____
last June in which five escaped.
kitchen and bath room fixtures; York City id June.
Peter umns is reputed
The plan for the purchase of the
to be a bad jour- Bailey plead guilty to the charge.
quartet was rated superior over Kuhn, Murray, and Ote
Mr. Carney said that project had
Paschall, nalistic
(c) that accumulations of said
Mr.. Hurt has been active in the several,
city sewerage system has been be- already been approved
practice
but The Ledger & Chester
high school entries and in Hazel Route 1, drew the $5
McCuiston. Negro. was
in the sediment in the water
each
maina, water lodge for years and has held' of- the girls' trio the
fore the, city government for some Bowling Green headquarte
Murray High with numbers 2498 and 2396 res- Times tries to be an old-fashioned given one year on a charge of
rs of the, heaters, and hot water
fices
with
the
Murray.
lodge.
tanks
freRe
22 months._ An option was given Kentucky-Tennessee company
newspaper operated in a modern storehouse
group rated superior along with pectimely. The
breaking.
He
was
--aria
six $2.50 thkets manner.
the city. by the cOmpany for one that contract had been let. It will quently cause the City water to has also been active in other fra- Tilghman and Mayfield. The MurAnd we would be the big- charged. with entering the Parker
went to Bufe Brown, Murray, who
ternal
be
organizati
wholly
unfit
for
ons
any
including
household
the
year and a renewal of the.option involve an expenditure of approxigest ingrates alive did we not right Dunlap restaurant.
ray High girls' chorus in Class B
was holding the ticket for his moMasonic lodge in which he served were
here and now thank from the hotfor a period of six months was to mately 81.50000 Mr. Carney said purpose;
rated superior along with ther
Charles T. Davis. white, was
who
lives
out
master.
as
in
He
the
is
county,
president
of the the Mayfield entries.
(d) that frequently large voltent of our hearts our host of loyal given one year
expire May 21, 1935.
that the company had tried every
New Con- with number 2722;
on a charge of
Young
Business
Mrs.
Men's'
Ethel
Club and is cord was rated
Pit- subscribers and friends
umes
water
of
unfit
use
for
must
conceivabl
excellent
who
e plan to eliminate the
not wrongful conversion. Davis was
in the man, Murray, 3099;
It was voted by the councilmen
a member of the Murray Rotary, grils'
Oscar Key, only made
drained
be
from
the
consumers
'
trio
entries.
objectiona
this
ble features to the Murlittle circulation charged with the unlawful selling
that the sewerage company properHe is a native of Kirksey where s
faucets at their own expense;
Those rated in the contest as Murray Route 1, 3383; Fred Mil- campaign an overwhelming 'suc- of a team
ties would be tax free for the per- ray water and that the 'company
and wagon in March of
ton Wells, Murray, 2383; Mrs.
he still operates a farm and makes
that
(e)
the
Federated
Woman's
superior
will
enter the state coniod of April 1-8, this year in view believed the aerating Plant would Club
his home. Graduating from MurChas. H. Moore, Murray, 2037; and cess but also support The Ledger & last year.
Murray
of
learned-2
has
min
test.at
Lexington
and those rated
Times throughout the year by their
of the fact that the company had solve the problem, definitely and competent chemists
Murder Case Today
that the un- ray State College in 1927 he went highest where no superior was Mrs. M. J. Falwell, Murray Route 'advertising and
-•
"
printing buainess
stood ready, to sell at all times. .completely.
immiediately into the teaciling
3, 2457. Young .Wells is the son of
The Tommy Driver murder case
desirable
features
the
of
City
judged
will
be allowed to enter.
It will be constructed at the
and
enable
it
to
be
some
of
slight
profession
in this county and liter
Dr. 0. C. Wells.
The Citys of Murray received no- down-town
was set for yesterday morning
water are due to excesses of iron
ss.
well.
When
service, we hope, to the welfare and
it is
The entire drawing was carried
(Wednesday) but was set forward
carbon dioxide present in the in -Graves. Among his other actifications of the granting of the finished, the college
well will be- and
progress
this
of
county.
until today. Driver is charged
off as advertised. The office was
loan by the P. W. A. last Saturday. closed until the new plant is tried water at it comes from the wells; tivities. Mr. Hurt is a .layman
-Joe T. Lovett.
with the murder of. Sem Grogan.
closed sharply at noon Saturday,
(f) that the Federated Woman's leader in the Paris District of the
The loan 'was for $84.291.11 and a out. If it solves the problem, a
m. E. church and has been actively
Negro, here last August. He was
the box containing the duplicate
grant of $17.0op is expected.
similar plant will be built at the Club of Murray has learned from connected
with cherch work at his
Mack McClure Dies
indicted by the August grand
tickets sealed and carried to the
Following the receiv:ng of.. the college well. Mr. Carney said. „competent authority that the ex- home church.
jury, 'then in session.
Mack McClure, 70, a farmer re- Bank of Murray, Whire it was kept
cesses of iron and carbon dioxide
laCitificatien. the city engineers- and
siding five miles West of Hazel, In full sight of until the time
can be removed conveniently-. and
Grand Jury Reports
of
,the company holding the contract,'
ATTEND W. 0, W. MEET
died at his home last Thursday. the drawing, 2:30, when
The grand jury reported 12 ineconomically by treatment at the
it
was
the Marcus Thomsen Co., of Kendictments Wednesday in their first
Burial was at Oak Grove Friday. brought to the truck
wells.
by the three
osha, Wis., were notified. The enMany from Murray and Calloway Funeral services
effort against lawlessness. Seven
(g) that the Federated Woman's
were conducted judges. /n the presence of the engineers are expected to arrive
Jordon Johnston, Dorothy Robert- of the twelve are under bond or in
Club of Murray has found it to attended the W. 0. W. convention by the Rev. A. M.- Hawley of tire crowd, the box
was then browithin a few days and work on
jail and their charges are: John
son Given Places for Only
be a common practice to remove held in Evansville Monday and Hazel.
He is survived by his ken open and all the
tickets
dumpnew sewer lines will start.
Tuesday.
Among
thesesttending widow, who was a daughter 'of the
Nerd, grand lai,euy; Prentice
iron and carbondloxIde from city
Changes in Faculty.
ed into a screen cylinder where
were:
L.
The Murray Sewerage' Company
C.
Hendon,
W. E. Clark, late Johny Orr, Tillman Or; of
Nard, grand larceny; Sam Patten,
City Wagons Hauling Off Trask water supplies by proper treatthey were thoroughly shaken and
Max
B.
was organized in 1913 and now has
Hurt.
L.
R. Sanders. W. A. the Taylor's Store community is
ment and filtration;
Gordon
Johnston
and
Miss grand .Larceny; Charley Jr. KenThis Week In Heavy Loads;
mixed in full view ef the crowd.
24 stockholders. Four of the origDorothy Robertson were named to neleyrgrand larceny; Burgon Hod(h) and believing that in all Palmer, Jr., Gordon Crouch, Bruce a brother-in-law. He was a memFriday Last Day.
Mr.
Gilbert
was
picked
at
ranHolland,
inal organizers and directors reCharley McCuiston, D. ber of the Baptist church, a
fairness we are entitled to clear
the Murray High School faculty ges. grand larceny; Rex Mason,
peace- dom and without warning,
as were for the 4935-.36 school year
Houston, Bun' Ray. W. C. Robert- able citizen and good
main on the board: W. S. Swann,
at the storehouse breaking; and Carl Ray,
neighbor.
The clean up week is being ob- water suitable at all times for o:1n.
the
three
judges,
and
he.
in
Eddie Rushing, H. I. Neely,
turn meeting of the City Board of grand larceny.
Torn Morris, Tremon Beale, Jesse served
by the city of Murray and household purposes, we do hereby H."J. Wells,
chose
little
Miss
Webb.
The little Education Tuesday night. These
Pat Beale, Parvin BlaWallis. T. H. Stokes and R. H. large two-horse
Found Not Guilty
A. Program
wagons are gath- respectfully, but energetically, im- lock. Galen
lady wore a short-sleeve dress and were
Thurman, Conn Moore
Marshall Foster was found not
plore that your honorable body
Falwell are on the board, being ering up trash
the only changes made in the
The Hazel P. T. A. held its was asked
here and there
to hold up her arms and faculty for the coming year.
guilty on a charge of malicious
.more recent members. Treman throughout
take the steps necessary to procure -and D. Charlton.
April meeting Thursday afternoon
the
city.
Several
hands so all could see that she had
a water supply free from the obBeale is president of the company wagons have been noticed
at the school building.
Mr. Johnston is the son of Mr. shooting in a trial held Wednesloaded
no ticket in her hands. She was
and Jesse Sexton, secretary-treas- to capacity with ashes and variatia jectionable iron and free carbonand Mrs. R. A. Johnston, Murray. day. The remaining of the day
Mrs. R.'R. Hicks presided.
then blind-folded and asked to pick
aide.
and is a graduate of Murray State Wednesday was given to the hear- urer. The, company is making kinds Of trash and litter.
-The program follows:
Song-America..
College. For the past year he has ing of petitions and the setting of
. plans to complete the business of
Many Murray citizens cleaned
been instractor in the Sylvan cases.
•Scripture
the corporation after the collection up their premises and
Reading-T
he
Rev.
W.
EAST ST. LOUIS. Ill., April 10
had trash
Set Anderson Case
•
Shade
A.
Baker.
High School in Hickman
of rents due them.
hauled 'away before the city clean
--(U. S. D. A.)-Hogs. receipts
Trial of the damage suit of Charcounty.
"Lord's
Johnston
Prayer,
succeeds
in
'Herunison.
up' week was announced. The re8.500; none through, 1,500 direct;
lie
Anderson
against County Judge
bert Allbritten in .the Science deSolo-Miss Celia Miller.
sponse to .the week is very comsteady to Sc lower; bulk 160 to 220
E. P. Phillips. Sheriff Carl King.
partment.
Dr. Chas. Hire. Murray State
mendable and the city is doing
lbs.. $9.00449.10; extreme top $9.15;
ins,
.. County Jailer
Conrad
C.
Miss Robertson is the daughter
its" part in giving the citizens this
220 to 270 lbs. $8.90si9.00; 130 to College, gave a very interesting
Jones and T. H. Stokes for alleged
Judge Joe L. Price, Paducah, To of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Robertson
free hauling service. The weather "Her Incubator Husband" To Be 150 lbs. $8.254r8.85; 100 to 120 lbs. talk. .
false arrest and imprisonment was
_ __Duet-Misses Lamb and PatterGiven Thursday. April 18;
and is recetting her degree from
Be Speaker at County Get-toCarlos Roberts • will tRire Trom has handicapped the work to a
$7.25178.00; scaaTs $7.854/9.00.
set by
Calloway circuit
court
Fine Cast Selected.
Murray State College in August
gether Here April 13th,
the mail carrier service on Almo great extent however and it probCattle, receipts 2,000: calves. re- son.
Tuesday -for the eleventh day of the
Business Session.
and is majoring in social science.
Route One after May I. Mr. ably Is not as thorough as it would
ceipts 1 500; vealers 25c higher;
court session. Friday. April 19.
At the close of the meeting reThree Calloway .countians are top $10.10; other classes opening
Judge Joe L. Price_ will be the Miss Robertson
Roberts has served his time of 30 have been under better weather
succeeds
Miss
The court dismissed the suit as
freshments were served in the principal speaker at the
leading characters in a cast of 11 generally steady; top 1333
Rachel
Hood
of
years and is now superannuated. conditions.
the,
junior
high
Calloway
lb steers lunch
to the City of Murray. sustaining
room.
"Her
in
county
Incubator
department
Husband".
get-to-geth
.
a
The two routes have been con3er
$13.00;
of
few
Democrats
$8.106i
11.00; mixed
Attention has been called to the
the city's demurrer., At the same
Hosts for the afternoon were commemorating the birth of
act comedy to be presented by the yearlings and heifers $7.001r10.0
solidated and effectiv_e;_14ay L At- fact that the city allays
Jeffers
0;
time it overruled the demurrers of
and alleys
CHURCH ALF _CHRIST
State beef cows $5.00(4-8.75: cutters and Mrs. D. N. White, Mrs. 0. B. son to be held here at the National
mer Lassiter. carrier of Route Two, near the !square have not been sophomore class of Mu
the other defendants.
torium low cutters $3.0051 4.25. top sausage Turnbow. Mrs. Ada Miller. Mrs. Hotel Saturday night. Judge Price
will make both routes.
given proper attnet ion. Many have College in the college
Anderson alleges he was falsely
April 18. They are,
We are glad to announce that
During this time, Mr. Roberts considerable amount of ashes
Jane. bulls $5.75; nominal _range -daugh- Charles Denham, Misses Beale and it Considered one of the best
arrested and imprisoned last July
and Melugin. Miss
speakers in this section and has Bro. H. Leo 'Moles of Nashville,
Corinne
urman. ter steers $6.25,e 13.75; slaughter Patterson.
haisdaveled many miles and served litter piled Or them.
9 when he went to the -First Naand Miss Clara Crawford, who heifers $6.0041 11.25.
been ah ardent Democratic sup- Tenn., will begin-a meeting at the
hundreds of people considering the
Murray
merchants have cotional Bank to ask for money he
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Miller. porter fot many years.
were selected from more than 50
Church
of
moving during this period and has .operated in the clean-up and
Christ
Sunday. He has
had on deposit at the time the
paint candidates
daughters.
Mrs.
Will
served
Miller.
-for
the
as
and
roles.
Circuit
Mrs. Jake Dunn is r4overing
Judge in Mcmade many friends while serving up campaign and every induceBro. Boles is known throughout bank closed.
Both Miss Melugin and Miss nicely at her home on South 4th.' Miss Rozelle Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Cracken county and that district the brotherhoo
the carrier service It is estimated ment har been given home
d as an eminent
Stokes. formerly president of the
owners Thurman appeared
0.
B
Turnbow,
son
for
0.
B.,
about
Jr.,
in the fresh- street after a recent operatteril
18 years.
that he has travelled 234.000 miles to improve their homes.
minister.
He is staff-writer of bank, was included in an amendMrs.
H.
I.
Neely,
Mist
man
play
Eve
The
of..
1934,
Perry
meeting of the Democrats The Gospel Advocate, former
"A Kentucky for appendicitis at the Keys-Housdelivering on
this route. He
pres- ed petition by Anderson.
and nephew James Marshall Over- is being sponsored by the
Belle". Miss Velugin also appear- ton Clinic-Hospital.
covered some 25 miles each day
Callo- ident of David-Lipseomb College.
CALLOWAY ENTRANT
cast,
attended
the
way
ed
funeral
in
"The Singapore Spider" a
services
county Democratic committee. We invite all to hear
six days of the week for 30 years.
this
interestHICKORY GROVE CHURCH
IN SPELLgaG BEE one-act feature presented
of their cousin, Hamilton Perry, at Judge T. R. Jones, county
High
chair- ing, inspiring minister throughout
OF CHRIST
Brewers, Ky'S Sunday afternoon. man, is in charge of making
School Day by the Sock and Busthe
plans
meeting.
Master Richard Mills, son of Mr. kin Dramatic
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Garrett and for the program and will
Club of the college.
be
in
Services
each
day at 2:30 p. m.
L. H.
and Mrs. Connie Mills, Murray
Pogue will preach at
daughters. Misses Mary Sue and charge of the arrangemen
This play is predicted to be one
ts. In- and- 7:30 p. m. except , Sunday Hickory Grove
Route 1, left Wednesday morning of the most
next Lord's day at
Leslie Franklin, of
McKenzie, vitations were mailed out the first when the services
popular amateur prowill be at 11 a. 2:30 p. m.
for Louisville to represent Callo- f-turnips
Tenn., were in Hazel Sunday as of the week to Democrats
ever_ ..prosented
the
through- m. and 7:30 p. m.
The Highway department is now way- cainity in the
We are extending a cordial invistate spelling auditorium at Murray .as it carries
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. ,Den- out the county. The meeting
will
Members are urged to attend tation to all. Come out
making a survey of South Twelfth bee. --He was
ham and Mr. and Mrs. D. N. begin at 7 o'clock.
and bring
accompanied by Joe Elaine Ellis. played by Christine
the
9:45
street and the street, half of which T. Lovett. editor
Bible Class as usual Sun- your friends.
of The Ledger Maddox,
White.
Sedalia,
formerly
of
day
and
show hospitality to the
Is within the city limits and half & Times. The Ledger
L.H. Pogue, Minister
(NEXT WEEK)
Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander
& Times M4rray, through the rib-splitting
UNION GROVE CHURCH
many visitors we anticipate having.
of which is in the county, will sponsored the Calloway
and Mr. and Mrs. Houston Miller
county bee. 0,1%lqins of her 23 year engageOr
CHRIST
The Resat! One Cent Sale, an
likely be blacktopped along with which Master Mills
Thos. Pate. Minister
' Tobacco
of the Steelyville neighborhood,
won.
ment 'to a bone collector, Bob
annual sales event of much inthe Fjezel Highway project. The
The bee is taking place today. Blaeser. of Paduerah.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
The
last
day for signing tobacco
terest,
will
Next
be
'held
Lord's
day
Wednesday
is
our regular
.
blacktopping of he Hazel HighNAMED TO K. L P. A.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Mrs. Coleman Hurt.
contraots and special tobacco base
This play is produced by special
preaching day' Bible study beginway is one of the earliest road DENHAM ENTERS
of
next
week.
April 17, 18. 19
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Turnbow ning at 10:00 a. m., preaching
applications is Monday. April 15.
RACE FOR
arrangement with Samuel French, and 20, at
Elder Thomas Pate. Murray;
at
projects promised for the county.
Dale de Stubblefield, and son,
MAGISTRATE IN SWANN New York, and is directed by
Any one planning to grow tobacco
0...B. Jr spent Friday 11:00.
the Resat] Store,
Miss
Dallas Lancaster, Dexter; LaNelle
The deeds have been called for
in 1935 should investigate this new
night in Paris. guests of Mr. and
Mayrell. Johnson. social science'
We are having a splendid at- Siress, Murray;
along the strip from the end of
and
Hugh
The
L. Phil- base contract and sign
Graham Denham filed papers instructor. and
Rexall ad appears in this
Mrs. Wm. Hull.
tendance at all of our services lips. Almo, were
applicaAthletic Coach Roy
edition on the back page of secthe pavement on North Sixteenth for constable in the Swann
the four students tion. If the
Mrs. Bob Humphrey of Detroit. and a splendid interest
Magis- Stewart. sponsors of the sophomore
alloted base is not
tion two. In the footing for the
is being from Calloway county recently
to Five Points This strip of a terial District and has
sufficient when
Mich.. was. in Hazel first part of manifested. _
authorized class.
ad the dates of the sale are given
contract comes
elected to membership in the Kenfew hundred feet on the West side the Ledger & Times to,
the week, guest of Mr. and Mrs.
back, dhe can refuse to sign and
incorrectly through an error in
say that
We expect you and your friends tucky
Intercolleg
of the college property will re- he is to be a aandidate. 'Mr.
iate Press As- not have the
the Ledger & Times staff.
Jerk Kelley.
Dencontract Don't forJ. D. Nix,' who has been conto be present Sunday. A cordial sociation.
ceive one,af the highest types of ham's announcement'
according to statistics re- get
'The Rev. A. M. Hawley left invitation is extended
this must be done by Monwill 'appear fined to:
his room several weIks,
leased
to
all.
(CORREC
tbday
blacktoppIng officials state.
TION)
by
the College News, day. April)5.
later.
is able to be-etif again.,
COME.
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MONDAY-$24,00Ø
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THE LEDGER & TIME

SECTION ONE

tub and stall
di
polished
used on the

The Ledger & Times is very
anxious that all subscribers look
at their _label this week.
The renewals were so heavy
and- were handled so rapidly
during the past four weeks that
diere is probabli'aeveri'l mistakes and the right time to-correct a mistake is now.
If your label does not show
what you think it should after
your renewal, drop into the Ohre and an effort will be made
to correct the mistake or either
drop a ,postal to the Ledger &
Times giving what you think
the expiration date should be.

_

CITY WATER GETS
AERATING PLANT

Party
Gain
n

MAX B. HURT IS
NAMED BY W. 0. W.

the Bust
Targains.

, HAZEL NEWS

CITY BOARD NAMES
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CLEAN UP WEEK
BEING OBSERVED

Livestock

COLLEGE SOPHS TO
GIVE 3 ACT COMEDY

Carlos Roberts-To
Retire as Carrier
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DEMOS TO MEET
SATURDAY NIGHT

REXALL
1-CENT SALE

Survey South. ..
Twelfth Street
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCK
'Windsor. Ira Windsor. flame Guthde, Otell. Windslifa, Kyelyn Diok„,
Glasse
Lela Mae War
2..avani Windsac, Jack Winds%, Melvin Dick,
Johnte Campbell Kittie Bruce, Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Grooms and son,
Mrs. -Mattie Wilson.
.
Those sending gifts wereMrs. Mary Neale. Mrs. Bowden
Cole. Mrs. Mertie Rogers, Mr. Hassel Windsor. Mr. Nat Simpson,
Mr and Mrs Jesse Hendley,

.•
-•••••••11
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1935.

Miss Willie
Mae Mat Ali
Evelyn Pace. Miss Christine RutL4zne Pace. fiffer-ftuksia
Mae Young. Miss Dorothy faia
Smith. Miss Nelle Pace, ahd Mae
Martha Nelle Short; Treman Pace.
J. I. Patton. Luther Swift, I- C.
Linn. Melvin Young. Harold Young*
and W. 0. Connor.
Afternoon callers were:
Fred Hart, Clinton Hurchett, Mr.
and Mrs. Let Burchett, Mr. and
Mrs Lee Borchelt, Mr. and Mns.
M. V. Boggess and
daughter,
Jeanne. Hiram Tucker and children
Jeanne and Donal.

Clarksville and surrounding terri- was unanimously endorsed.
D. imitated by Miss Alice Hughes, the Adams.
tory.
*lid Mrs. R. T. Wells were guests
tor the
At the noon hour a bountiful
gar
There wen forty-five members
guests, after which delicious dinner was served, honoring Mr.
Mrs. A. G. Shelton
present with the third grade hav- ice cream and cake was served by Adams' birthday.
Hawn
ing the, largest percentage.
Mrs. Alton Hughes and
Mrs.
The guests left late in the afterDuring the social hour an ice Franklin Maupins.
noon wishing Mr.. Adams many
Mrs. A. C. Shelton was honored
course was served by Mrs. Charlie
Little Miss McCord wag the hap- happy returns of the day.
with a birthday dinner at the
Crawford, Mrs. Melus Linn, Mrs py recipient of many useful gifts
• 1 •••
home of her daughter, Mrs. George
Geo, Upchurch, Mrs F. D. Mellen.
Those present were:
"England" Studied at
Coles, Sunday, April 7, in honor
Bettie and Anna Belle Shroat,
Casey for this pare should be submitted not later than
A. A. U. W.
of her 87th birthday.
Tibeidler
Mrs. Joe Lovett was at home to Letitia Maupin, 'Jacqueline and
At the noon hour a beautiful
afternoon each week.
The A. A. U. W. met Monday
her bridge club on Thursday after- Charlotte Wear, Charline Allbrittable was spread.
evening, April the 8th.
• • • • •
ten,
noon.
Mary
Frances
and
Doris
Jean
Her
Mrs. J. F. Wells And
children
and grandchildren
family Minnie Marshall. Nell, Joe
Mrs J. W. Carr presided over
Mrs. C. L Sharborough had high Rowland, Freda Mae Dunn, and
prseent were: Mr. and Mrs. Clifcirras4dasighter Hemmed
Booker and Lue Ellen-, Mr. and Hodges-Heath Wedding •
the business session. Miss Lillian
Miss Minnie Jo McCord.
ford
Phillips,
Apeeeneed
Mr. and Mrs. Bill score.
Mrs.- Itoocce- Hayes and son Ellis,
On last Sunday. April 7, chilJohn D. Phillips._ Pat Clark, 0. Hollowell was elected vice presiA salad course was serv&L
Foshburg of Paducah, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Cahoon and
Mr. and Mrs' Robert HocLges
B. Pendren, relatives
and
neiglibtin sort Eugene, Mr. and Mrs. Euclid
B. Boone, HI, James Howard dent to succeed Mra.
Present were:
iMrs. Jess Shelton, Mr. and Mrs.
have announced the marriage if Mrs. Della Holley Lancaster
gathered at the home of Mrs. J. F.
Mrs C. L. Sharborough, Mrs. Boone, Jimmie
Rowland, Eddy, nebaker. Mrs. A. 18. Wolfson was
George Coles, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Cabana and family John. Vernie
their daughter, Miss Virginia Ann,
Wells to celebrate her TOth birth
Honored
Coles. Cletus, Vesta, Holland. and Harry Sledd, Mrs. K S. Diuguid, Genie, and Geo. Robert Allbrit- re-elected treasurer. Pr. frames
Lee. hos Anne. and Barbara
Hicks and, Dr. taika Spann
to Carnell I.. Heath of Murray.
day and also the 16th birthday of
T.
G. Shelton, Hoy, Marie, Augus- Jr., Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. ten, Fred Albert and Gerald Ross
Jesus. '•
Friends. nighbors, and relatives
The wedding was solemnized by
fhe,n1bers.
her granddaughter. Mary Elaine
Walter Blackburn, Mrs. Marvin Hughes McCord.
Master Hugh were added as new
Ws,
Carlile.
Ruth
and
Des
Phil1111r.
Mrs.
Lenard
and
Dunn and the Rev. J. H. Thurman at the gathered at the home of Mrs.
ere
Brandon.
Stephens Pearson could not be Several reported that they
WhitnelL
lips.
Mildred,
Geneva,
Annie
Laura,
tardily William Everett and Ora home of the bride
April 5. .The Delia Holley Lancaster on March Charles, and Charline Foshburg.
Mrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs. B. 0. present at the party but sent a going to_attend the state rriee
At noon a long table was placed Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Purdom.
17. surprising her with a birthsingle ring ceremony was. Said.
incloth
dgeolod mn
wish
.
through his and luncheon in Louisville Apri
on the lawn and loaded with good Mr. and Mrs Lee
Hihnan, Hilda. Hubert, and Doris Langston, Mrs. Clifford Melugin.
Gingles and
day dinner and shower in which
the 12th.
grandmother
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Mrs. gif
tala
m
.
The bride, a brunette,. was atP. Wear.
things to eat_
Coles,
one
great
After the feast. daughter. Jimmie Lee, Mrs. Jim
grandchild.
Bobshe and her son, Josue Itolle9.
The following program on
H. R. .MeliatUs. .Mrs. G.. B. Scutt,
Rota were filled and lent to Black. Mr. and, Mrs. Dave Parki tired in a green- crepe suit 'trimbie
ehillip
Coles,
and
the
honoree,
ceived many nice gifts.
ilind" Wits'given:
'
and Mrs. R. T. Wells
med with fur with brown acthe sick. including Mrs. Hubert and family. Zeta. Hera. Jane.
Mr. Adams Honored On
A.
Mrs,
C
'Shelton.
RuThose present were:
"England's Attitude To ward
cessories.
Myers. Mrs. Matte Farmer, and dell and Edgar Purdom.
Birthday
Mr. and
- Mrs. Clerrunie Hall, Mr. and Mrs.
Armament", Miss Susan Peffer.
Mrs. Oscar Morris.
Mrs. Joe Glasgow Host To
The groom wore the conven- Rudy Hall, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Sam Smotherman. Mr. and
"Fascism In England", Miss LilBoyd Mrs Frances Bell
The children of Mr. and Mrs.
The afternoon was spent in sing- Mrs. Finis Outland and son. James tional dark suit.
Club
Honored
Jones, Katherine Marie Jones, Mr.
Tobe Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Grover lian Hollowell.
ing and a devotional service by Sherrill of !Hurray, Mr.
The groom is the youngest son and Mrs. Earl Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs.
"Lloyd George and the New
and
Mrs. Joe Glasgow was host to Adams and family of near Water
"Uncle" Frank Rogers
A surprise birthday dinner and
Jabe Outland and daughter Mary of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Heath of Mrs. Oba Paschall. Mr. and Mrs.
an all day quilting was given at the So and So Sewing Club, Thurs- Valley, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Man- Deal", Miss Sally Howard.
The honorees received many Lue of Murray.
near Murray. Mr. Heath has been C. Holley, Mr. and Mrs.
ning and family of near Elm Grove
Dick the home of Mrs.
useful gifts.
Essie Blalock, day afternoon, April 4. at her
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Outland working with Co. 509, Corbin, Ky., Jones. Miss Colrice Nance.
church, and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Tuesday. April 9, honoring the home.
Those present included:
Music Department To
and daughter Ruby of Murray, for some time.
"Uncle" Clint Nance. Robbie
The
afternoon was spent at Adams and family, visited, them
and Mrs. Lloyd Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester,
birthday of
Meet
her
The happy couple will make Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Commodore eighty-second
over
the
week
needlework,
end.
followed
On
Sunday,
by
a
busimother, Mrs. Frances Bell.
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Wilkerson. Mr. and Mrs. Jake Alderson.
Mr. their home for the present at Junes, Mr. and Mrs. Norton Foster,
and
Mr.
Mrs.
ness
Frank
meeting.
Music Department of the
Miller
The
and
Three quilts were quilted, and
Mx. and Mrs. Jim Adams and, and Mrs. Hovel Boggess, Mrs.
Mrs. Burt Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
B the home of their parents.
Mr. and MI's. Cross Spann and fam- Woman's Club will meet Tuesday
A salad course was served. .
Mrs. Bell carded the bats for two
Attending the wedding were the Ben
S. Overby and daughter. Pattie
Byars, Miss Gaither Hall
ily of pear Martin's Chapel, visited evening. April 16, at the home of.
Included were'.
Mae of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. families of the bride and groom Stalling, Miss Inez Byars. Mr. and of the quilts in less than four
Mrs. Hebert Dunn. Mrs. Nelson
hours.
Edgar Wells,and son Carina. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Flippo.
Mrs. Adolphus Lassiter, Mr. and
At noon a bountiful dinner was Miller, Mrs. James Shelton, Mrs.
and Mrs. Joe Brandon and famMrs. Noble Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Van
Walter Boone, Mrs. Bernard Hart,
served
the guests.
ily Mary Elaine Brandon, Lonnie
Key.
Mrs. Clifton Morris, Mrs Durrett
Murray P. T. A. Mena
Included
were:
Preston. Mr. and Mrs. Amos Wells
Mrs. Aby Key, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs.
Vida
Shackleford and Padgett, Mrs. Carney Hendon,
and son James Ralph. Mr. and
The Murray P. T. A. met Wed- Jesse Key. Mr, and Mrs. Bird
daughter,
Dorothy,
Mrs. 'Clarence Mrs. Ottis Valentine. Mrs. Max
Mrs. J. F. Wells.
nesday afternoon, April 3. in the Key, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wicker,
Churchill, and Mrs. Joe Glasgow.
Prentice Overby and Coleman Murray High school auditorium Mr. and Mrs. Emma Kuykendall, Falwell and .daughtor, Joy, Mrs. Mrs
0. K. Bennett. a visitor, was
McKee! of Murray. Voteel Baker, with Mrs. L.. E. Owen presiding. Mrs. Burtie Dunn, 1,,ee Key, Noble Edgar Geurin, Mrs. Zelna Farris, also
present.
Mrs. Addie Farris, Mrs. Virg StubWillie Mae Paschall. Mary Frank
The ninth and tenth grades Rogers. Crawford Henley, WooseMrs. Verble Yates will be host
blefield, Mrs. Anna Dunn, Mrs.
Gooch of Bruceton, Tenn., May- under the direction of Miss
Mary dew Key.
Gray Dunn and children, Laurine, at the next meeting.
dell Luber. Anna Blanch and Mil- Lassiter and Miss Meadow
Herschel
•• •
•
Key. Preston KuykenHilie
John Warren, Frances .and James.
dred Baker. Those who called in presented three numbers:
Little Miss Minnie Jo McCord
Piano dell, James Hester Foster, Walton Mrs. Lucas Workman,
Mrs. Laura
the afternoon were: Mr. and Mrs. solo. Mary Elilabeth
Roberts: read- Foster, Earnest Jones, Joe Baker Lawson.
Honored On Fifth illrilidzY
Luck Burt. Lynn Grove. Frank ing. Martha Lou Barber; vocal
solo. Ray. Hugho Wilson, Bedford WilMrs. Hosey Hodges and daughRogers, Lynn Grove. Mr. Emerson. Mary Farnce:s Perdue.
An info al party was given
accompanied son. James Franklin Holley, Joe ters. Bertina and
Helen. Mrs. Bur- by Mr. an
Lynn Grove. Mr. and Mrs. Caleb by Dot Currier.
rs. J. Albert McCord,
Thomas Foster.
ton Young. Mr. and Mrs E. M. at their
Parks and family Noma Jean.
home on North Fifth
After a prayer by the Rev. Roy
R. L. Myers. Calvin Kaye-Poets
McCuiston. and grandson. Keys, street April
Clara Elaine .and Rata Lue, Ken- Smith /OW Ruth Sexton.
2, from 3 to 5, in
dietitian Ray. James Rey. Paler - 'MOW Mrs Ike Wilkinson.
Mr. and'Mrs honor of the fifth birthday of their
neth and Irene Clark.
of Murray State College, gave an Paschall. Miss Sylver Wane.
Dave Bury. Mrs. Joe McCuiston 'daughter;
Miratie
MbCord.
interesting discussion on -Food less
:Ones, Miss Myrtle
and sons, Allen, Bill, and G. W..
Games supervised by Miss Laufor the Growing Child."
Rickman. Miak Irine Rickman, Mlag
Mrs. West Given
Mrs Nfltburn Evans. Mrs. Ashley rifle Burton,
aunt of the honoree.
Mrs. W. P. Roberts conducted Hazel Wicker.
Shower
Housden and daughters. Rath and
the study group ons "The Loaf
Miss
. Marion Key, Miss Volene
Helen.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ewen
Hale,
Mrs. Halford West was given a Unit of the P. T. AL"
Key. Miss Brenda May. Key, Miss
Allbritten,
shower on Saturday, March 16. at
In the business session' the fol- Wanda Paschall, Miss thristine
Mrs. Aubrey Farris. Mrs. Perry
the home of her parents. Mr. and lowing officers were elected:
Key. Miss Fay Foster, Miss LaMisses Erin and Ruth
MontMrs. John Windsor. The holhoree
Mrs. L. E. Owen. chairman; Mrs. venia Jones, Miss Bettie Jane
gomery. Miss Louise Miller, James
received many useful gifts. V: E. Windsor. lace-chairman: Miss Lassiter. Owen Jones. Mr. and
Blalock.
Mrs.
Guy Henderson. Mrs.
A lovely plate lunch was served Hazel Tarry. secretary; Mrs. Gar- Mrs. Clifton Jones, R. B. Rogers.
Kelley Smith and daughters, Loto the guests.
nett Jones. treasurer.
Those sending gifts were:
rifle,
Audrie. and Charley Opal,
Thoseincluded:
A letter- was read from Mrs. H.
Mr. and Mrs Holland Byars,
Mrs. Henry Hutchens, Mrs. Oscar
Mr. and Mrs. Glaython Windsor L. Richardson of Paducah,
district Mr. and Mrs. Huron Baker, Mr. Rose. Mrs. Jim Williams, Pauline
and daughter. Mrs. -Gayther Stal- chairman. expressing her
apprecia- and Mrs. Albert Paschall. Mr. and Henry. •Chrietine Jewell, Robbie
lion. Mr. and Mrs. Sid- Vrindsor,. tion of Murray's entrainment
of Collin Key, Mr.. and Mrs. Fred Allbritters. Mary Lee, Mack, Gene,
Mrs. • Otis Jackson. M
. r. and Mte the District P. T. A. conference I. Orr. Mr. and Mrs. Hansey Paschall,
Johnny. Billy. and Bruce ColeJohn Windsor. Mrs Cam Simpson. March.- Delegates- from the,
loca Mr. and Mrs. George Jones. Char: man, Mrs. Gardie Lassiter. and
Mrs Beauton Windsor. Mrs. Verbs organization gave their, reports
lie
Moore,
George
Hart.
Harnuin
of
Earl Williams.
Pittman and daughter. Mil= MOM the meeting
Jones. Frank Paschall.
if she insists on turning
Mae Cole, Tell Cole, Mrs. M. B.
The sixth grade won the attendRob Lewis,' Mr. and Mrs. Oar. Training
her wash day over to the
Scheel
Modbers.
Story.
ance banner for the April meet- land Neale. Carl Kingins, H. B.
LAUNDRY.
(lab Meets
A
Mrs. Ruby Humphries, Mrs. Holt ing.
Rhodes. Mrs. Ella Key. Mrs. Stella
Jones. Auther Rogers. Mrs. Hula
SHE MERELY KNOWS
Parham. Mr. and Mrs. August WilThe Training School Mothers
Reeves. Mr .and Mrs. Elwood Dick. Mrs. Einora Greenfield
that when everything is
son. Connie Key. Olen Key, Mr. Club met Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Mable Cole and daughter.
and Mrs. Edd Rickman.
Honored
Mrs. Joe Lovett presided over
c.onsidered, the laundry is
Mrs. M. B.
Campbell.
Friends and relatives left late in the business session and then call:
Noble
ACTUALLY cheaper.
Optometri.t
Mrs. Elnora
Rogers. •R. B. Rogers.* Radford
Greenfield
was the afternoon wishing the honoree ed on Mrs. Geo. Upchurch, who
Ask us to send. you a
honoted with a surprise birthday mainy more happy
had charge of the program. '
gatherings.
dinner Sunday. April 7.
sample of Rain Soft Wa•••••
The Training School Glee Club
Friends and relatives gathered in
ter.
directed by Miss Louise QuerMrs. J. C. Barr
:rnd spread a..
bountiful dinner'
terrnous sang. Piano numbers were
Taste, use soap in it ind
Smeored
- which
everyone
enjoyed
imgiven by Misses Jane Morris, Elizathen
water.
mensely.
Mrs. J. C. Barr, wife of J. C. beth Fay Upchurch, Josephine
Those present were:
Barr, minister of the
Murray gain.
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Patton ,Mr. Presbyterian chprch, was honorThe talk for the afternoon was
and Mrs S. -E. Pace. Mr. and .Mrs, ed, at a recent meeting of the given by
Mrs. G. T. Mick& Her
Harvft- Swift. Mr. and Mrs. Gar- Pen's Wornans Club, at Clarksville,
subject was "Our Adolescent Boys
, :arai----lintie arid —efflighTer. "Marg- Tenn., according to an article in
and Girls" and was dealt with in
aret Doyle. Mrs. Bob Hardy and the Clarksville Leaf Chronicle of a most
TELEPHONE
interesting line' .capable
on Bobbie. .Mr., and Mrs. Dow March 28. -Several prizes were way.
303
Clark:. Mr. and Mrs. Buel Ed- given in the various fields of
Mrs. C. S. Lowry was a guest
monds. Mr. and Mrs. 9. L Cain, writing and Mrs. Barr received
R. M. Pollard, Manager
and presented the water situation
• Mr and Mrs. J. W. Clark.
first prize in the short story field and also the poetry contest. Each
'
' Mr and Mrs.- Edward Irvan. Mr. with the story "Floors and Doors
and"-M-rs.:-Ogre-Greenfield and 'ehffli of Osiris:.. The prize was a
dren Agnes. and Edwin. Mr. and Chinese crystal service set of 12
Mrs. Henry Cope. Mr. and Mrs. pieces.
Plez Cope and children Wanda and
Mrs Barr has received much
Juanita. tars. Annie Shell., Mrs. recognition
in :that field
and
CoskeY Nom - Mrs. Monroe. Mitch- writes -wider the non de plume of
(.11. and children. Bobbie and "Garroway
Renfrew-.
She
is
James .Thomas.
author of a tragic love- story with
in shapely and cleaned
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Thomasson a. Kentucky setting of "My 1)
clothes...
and son Jimmie Mr and Mrs. Will Field." which is in the Murry
Thomasson. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Linn. State College Library and' is re, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Elkins and 1 ceia'ed by many.
.
son Vat. Mr. and Mrs. James Usrey.
Mrs. Barr is a former resident of
• and son Pat. Mrs. Mary Psrey and Clarksville and the entries in the
: Mrs Betty Blalock.„
aent were from a wide area in

q.

THE MURRAY CHURCH OF
CHRIST
invites you to hear

NOW

It is known that the
• reason some people
fail to find complete
comfort even in fine
glasses is trouble with
the muscles that move
• tlreir eyes .. . trouble
that can be eliminated
only by special work
on the muscles at

irt a series of Gospel Meetings beginning
APRIL 14

SHE'S NOT LAZY
. like this anyhow

CONGREGATIONAL SINGING

Services each day at 2:30 P. M. and
7:30 P. M.

IThis advanced type
. oft.ye work means far
:greater comfort for
:many. It is being done
with success by—

except Sunday when our services will be
at 11:00 A. M. and 7:30 P. M.

0 I

DR. 0. C. WELLS

ordinary

Murray Laundry

•

You and Your
Family Will Be
Well Dressed . . .

• CLEANED
CLOTHES

are new clothes.
That is, they look
like:- new w h.e n
they are cleaned
. by our. careful and
expert,duelhods.

CALLUS

Tow'
.

FOR YOUR EASTER CLEANING
NEEDS
We are making
plans to give you
prom pt, careful,
and the most dependable serv i e
'during -this season.
We're equipped and capable to serve you
and will appreciate your call as early as possible----at your own convenience.

Superior Cleaners
TELEPHONE 44
Thomas Banks
Thomas Redden

For Your

Easter
>44 Specials
Enjoy one of our new permanent Waves with your
New Easter Frock.

One Week Only ... Starting Saturday,
April 13
Our New Viva Kurt Wave .... TWO for
$15.00
(The newest thing_ in permanent waves)
Regular $5.00 European Realistic Wave .. $4.00
Oil of Castor Waves
$2.95

FREE! A Manicure with each perma.nent Wave
FOR APPOINTMENT-CALL 270—=

Mai Donne Beauty Shoppe
• Exeprienced Operator(4--Maymie
-LoAlge Turner, Venela Workmate

Easter Cleaning
Services
Only ten days until the Easter Parade—the
one day in the year that you will want to present
your best appearance.

The first of next week, send
your garments that you'll
need Easter Sunday. We will
appreciate your co-operation
and can give you a more thorough service.
us

HOWEVER we are increasing our facilities in order to
give you the complete and dependable Model Cleaners service right up until the last call
for EASTER CLEANING SERVICE.
Clean, shapely gannet-As will
be the dress style for EASTER
and wie offer bur thorough
service to assure you this.

Complete in
Sizes and all
the Latest
Shades

It Must Be a Square Deal at

RYAN'S

PHONE 141
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11,
Vocal Solo—Mrs. L J. Hertin.
Mra Garnett lama—amt.
Stunt—Initiation of new mem- Rafe Jones gave a pretty mualcal
bers: Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Mrs. Ron- program.
ald Churchill, Mrs. W. J. CapNeedlework was engaged in.
linger, Mrs. Glen Athcraft.
Mrs. B. B. Keys was asked Presentation of fpke birthday follow the ribbon and find somecake, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough.
thing to crow over for a Easter
History of Murray Rotary—Mrs. gift. At the end of the streamer
W. S. Swann.
was a small toy rooster and a
Introductions.
clothes hamper filled with misBenediction--Rev. E. B. Motley. cellaenous gifts from members of
Present were:
the Arts and Craft Club.
Mr. and Mrs: G. C. Ashcraft,' A party plate With Easter favMr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Mr. ors was served.
Tremon Beale. Miss Mildred Beale..
Visitors: were: Mrs. R. T. HolMr. and Mrs. E. J. Beale.
land, Mrs. L. D. Hale, Miss Ruth
0. L. Boren, Mr. and Mrs. W. Cutchin, Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs.
Caplinger, Mr and Mrs. J. W. Rafe Jones.
Carr, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Church• • •• •
Rotary Club Is Given Surprise
ill, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Coy.
Miss Mary Charles Farris
Birthday Party
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Cochran, Mr.
Entertains
and Mrs R. H Falwell, Mr.' and
One of the loveliest social events Mrs.
Miss Mary Charles Farris enterK. C. Frazee, Mr. and Mrs.
to be given in Murray was the Geo.
Hart, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. tained her bridge club Saturday
eleventh anniversary luncheon of Hood.
afternoon in compliment to her
the Rotary -Chits at the--National
Dr.- and Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mr. week end houseguests, Misses Ella
Hotel on Thtrsday.
and Mrs. L. J. Hortin,, Mrs. Max Mae and Frances Newton of GolThe Rotary Anns surprised their
Hurt. Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Jones, den Pond, Ky.
husbands with their presence and Mr.
Following the game delightful
and Mrs. R. M. Mason.
one of the cleverest programs ever
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Robertson, refreshments were !served.
enjoyed by the group.
Present were:
Joe Ryan, Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
Wit
fired from keen
minds Sample, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott.
Misses Ella Mae and Frances
caused an uproar of laughter
Mr. and Mrs, C. L. Sharborough. - Newton. Miss Beth Sexton, Miss
throughout the hours.
Mr. and Mrs. T.' L. Smith, Mr. and Neva Outland. Miss Mary Holland
Aa a take-off on Rotary hats all
Mrs. H. I. Sledd, T. H. Stokes, Jackson, Miss Charlotte Yarbrough,
were asked to don out of date
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Stubblefield, Miss Evelyn Bourland, Miss Gegents caps and ladies hats.
neva Bomar.
Sr.
Individual birthday gifts were
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Swann, Dr.
at each Rotarian's place.
and Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Rev. E. B. M. H. S. seventh Graders
The program was given in the
Have Party
Motley, Mrs. Mary Fa-rmer, Mrs.
following order:
41.. T. Wells.
The
seventh grade of Murray
Presiding. Mrs. Vernon StubbleHigh school had a party at the
field. Sr.
home of the Rev. and Mrs. L Z.
Invocation—Mrs. E. B. Houston. Arts & Pratt Club Give Mrs.
B. B. Keys A Shower
Hurley on Friday evening.
Toatsmistress—Mrs. R. M. Mason.
Interesting games and contests
elcome—Mrs. Vernon StubbleMrs. Mayme Randolph was at
fie it Sr.
home to the Arts and Craft Club were. directed by Miss Hazel Tarry.
Resticinse—Mrs. Max Hurt.
on Wednesday afternoon.
Refreshments were served.
Stunt
rs. J. W. Carr, Mrs.
Iris add lilacs artistically arHarry Sleaij, Mrs. Hall Hood. Mrs. ranged were used
in the rooms.
Karl Frazee.•Jeliss Mildred Beale,
Mrs. R. M. Pollard presided over
Mrs. Geo. Har
the business session and welcomed
Fan Dance—Rolscrt Shelton, ac- Mrs. 0. J. Jennings,
a 'Member,
companied by Mrs\Roy Farmer. home.
(Continued from Page One)

`a bountiful
onoring Mr.
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CHANGE
EASTER Morning
Step into style with
complete outfitting.
pleaSe

We_ can
your
dress tastes in everything
you wear.
'ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
SPRING SHOES

GRAHAM
JACKSON'S

t

To Summer Oil
and Greases
Protect the gearsin your car with heavier oil
in your crankcase and winter greases in transmission and differential.
Warm weather preseris different lubrication
problems—and if you want to avoid engine and
chassis troubles, it's time to get a heavier oil in
your crankcase and a heavier grease job. Better
drive your car in today and get set for warm weather driting. We have all the equipment to give
you a first class job and we've lubricants that protect your car from the ravages of wear.

Super -Service Station
of JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
EAST MAIN STREET

PHONE 208

1935.

eamrgwss;F_,apuo
.___._grswaau

Mrs. G. T. Hicks with -Mrs. Hicks] year.
Mt/d21101:1:7•1,7:=0:. CV
Tee. and Mrs. Gingies Wallis as Mrs -lt. T. Wells Is Honor
hosts. All membera .are urged to
Guest At Luncheon
be present to participate in the
ML-s. Herbert Drennon and Mrs.
election of officers for the coining
Chas
Hire were hosts at a
luncheon at the National, Hotel
Saturday in compliment to Mrs.
k T. Wells.
Covers were laid for:
Mrs. R. T. Wells, Mrs. J. W.
Carr, Mrs. F. D. Mellen, Mrs. W.
.1. Caplinger, Mrs. G. T. Maks,
Mrs. R. A. Johnston, Mrs. Price
Doyle, Mrs Legie Putnam, Mrs.
Joe Lovett, Mrs. Hire. and Mrs.
Drennon.

No capital or exper&nee 'needed. wood or Royal preferred. lee C.
Write .for free particulars. Ran.- H. Skaggs, Dexter. Ky.
ltp
leigh's, Box KYD-181-1, Freeport,
ltp FAIR WARNING—to fox hunters.
Keep your dogs off of ntaand
WANTED--Canaries, used
Ilan- and don't run them on my wheat
bowls,
vases
and
books.
Mrs. any more. Keep your dogs at
ATTENTION—The Singer Sewing
Machine Co. is now located in the Lon Albritton, 318 S. 6th street, home. G. H. Ptttman.
ltp
Mayfield,
Ky.
ltc
building with the Love Studio,
FOR ISALZ-30 extra good work
next to Ledger & Times. Come
in and see the new models. See NOTICE TO BREEDERS— I have mules. The most of them from 2
a
full
line
of
Breed,
rg Suck, 3 to 6 years old. tV. D. McSwain,
our display at Ryan's Store.
Jacks, 2 Horses as good as the Parts, Tenn.
ltp
SPECIAL: For a limited
time best.
One horse and kick for
4ILLY we are repairing any .make
STOCK
BREEDER
S—I
sale.
will make
Come "and insect J. D.
sewing machine for 81.00. Work
Allp the season at my farm six miles
guaranteed. The Singer Sewing Scott, Sedalia, Ky.
north or Murray
with Palmer
Machine Co., L C. Robinson, Mgr..- GLADIOLA BULBS for sale,
from Patch, horse, and Black Sam, jack,
Box 104, Call 129W.
ltp I to 5 cents apiece; Dahlias from Also Woodrow Black,
Spanish
15 to 25 cents. Mrs. I. T. Craw- jack. Ellis Wrather,
STRAYED—small,
lemon
a n d ford.
Allc
white setter female bird dog.
WANTED--house - cleaning and
Answers to name Polly. -„Reward FOR SALE—Canaries,
goldfish and yard work of any kind, odd jobs,
to finder.
Return to Will H. supplies. Mrs. Lon Albritton. 318
etc. Edgar Frazier, colored. North
Whitnelj, Murray, or Joel' Craw- S. 6th street, Ma3Teld.
Ky.
ltc Murray in New Colored addition.
ford, Lynn Grove.Ite FOR—RENT-20 acres of bottom
mile of Dexter, Ky. Write HAULING, gardening, flower beds,
FOR SALE—ffre screen, rug, bed, land,
or any kind of work. Lum Todd.
J.
Jackson,
E.
108 , E. 16th. St
sprint and mattress, dresser and
A Hip Call Sexton Brothers or see me
a chifferebe. See N. G. Coy, Centralia. IIL
on corner at Graham-Jackson's.
Model Cleaners,
ltc FOR SALE—Broom corn seed, best
AMBITIO
US young man willing
grade
of
seed
grown. 'Square
FOR SALE—practically new Unto work any kind of job availderwood portable typewriter and Deal Broom Shop, East Main St.,
Al2p able. Will clean yards. flower
cover at good price. C. N. Miller, at Rail Road Crossing.
beds, any kind of odd job. What
H. A. McElroy Co.
ltc PAINTER. paper haager and deco- have you? Otis Hatcher
202' B.
FOR RENT-3 rooms, furnished or rator. All work the very best. Maple, Murray, Ky.
Plenty
of
ladders
and
equipment
.
unfurnished, near laundry. ReasW. G. McBride, WANTED TO BUY—small, iron
onable. Lights, water, bath, etc. Prices Right.
South Sixteenth St.
A I8c office safe, must be fireproof. Ap-.
Sin George Willoughby.
ltp
ply Ledger & Times office.
ltc
WANTED—
second
hand
type- FOR SALE—organ. See Riley BizFOR SALE OR TRADE—good
cream separator in excellent con- writer in good condition, Under- sell, 1 mile East of Almo.
ltp
dition. .Primrose make. Lee Barnett, Almo, Ky.
ltp

CIASSIU ED

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

APRIL

17.
18
19
20

HAY FOR SALE—Jap, Red Top
and Soy Bean Nevin Wall. Hazel
Route 3.
Allp—tf
FOR RENT-3 rooms, furnished or
unfurnished, modern conveniences,
after April- 23 will have entire
house to rent. Mrs. R. H. Maddox. South 9th. St., Murray.
ltp

WANTED—Man to Start in busi44, Saturday morning for Marion, Ky.,
ness selling widely-known prowhere he was called to preach at
ducts to
satisfied I consumers.
, 'he Baptist church Sunday and
Complete line. Large* company:
40/Sunday night
established 1889. BIG EARNINGS.
' Mr. and Mrs. Doris Orr and son
of Bruceton, Tenn., and Mr. and See large ad on Page 6,
Mrs. Claud Orr, west of Hazel.
second section
were Sunday -gtlesti--81-'111r: and
Mrs. Dick Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lynn and
sons Hugh Terry and Gene were
in Murray Sunday visiting rela- Sunday and Monday On business.
tives and friends.
Mrs. Bettie James and Miss Lib-.
Jake and Wayland Perry attend- bie James spent Sunday in the
ed the funeral of Hamp Perry at -home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jones
I.. Brewers Monday afternoon.
in Crossland.
Arvie Oliver was in MurMrs. John Dick is in -Pans, Tenn.,
ray Thursday shopping.
this week visiting her son, 'Kelly
Dr. Love of near Puryear. Tenn., Dick, and Mrs..Dick.
was in Hazel Saturday on busiMr. and Mrs. Tommie Lee Wells
ness.
spent the week end with Mr.
". Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Mayer,
Mrs. Wells' father, Mr. Manliff Wells.
Myrtle Osborn, and Mrs. Amanda
and Mrs. Wells, near Murray.
White went to Brewers Monday to
Frank Gipson is confined to his
Uttend the funeral of H. H. Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Kelly were room this week with illness.
.T. H. Curd was a Murray visitor
In Murray Monday on business.
Mrs:\iiazel Jenkins. Mrs. Kennith Saturday afternoon.
Grogan 'and Miss Lonnie White " Miss Lavern Hill was in Mayfield Monday guest of Mrs. Velowere in uducah last week.
T. S.He on. Audrey Simmons, se Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Litheton left
and James Limb were in St..
Louis Tuesday morning
for St. Louis
where they will buy new spring
goods for the J. B. Littleton &
Company store.
Mrs. Jack Kelly is confined to
her room this week with illness.
. Mrs. W, B. Milstead and Mr.
and Mrs. Audrey Simmons were
In Paducah last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Outland,
rs. Nora Overcast, Mrs. Hubert
Outland.. Mrs. Daisy Tylor and
Alexa, arid Nell Ruth Outland.
re in Paducah last Wednesday.
ss Willie Overcast of Whitlock, Tenn., was guest of her aunt
Mrs 'palsy Tylor last week end.
Mimes Eula and Ruby Lee PinkHeavy Hens ... 17 1-2c lb. ley and Wexa Outland were Paris
TELEPHONE 56
visitors Snpday.
Fred Phillips of Lynn Grove was
Leghorns
15c lb.
in Hazel Tueiday on business.
Roosters
6c lb. Dr. and WS, L. G. Colley of
Farmington. Ky, were here Sunday to- -visit Dr,„ Colley's sister,
Mrs. Jake Mayer dnd Mr. Mayer.
Bryan Wilson
ot Clam ksville,
Tenn., who is taking 'treatment at
the Mason Hospital,. v.4s, in Hazel
Monday and Tuesday visi ng relIIARDIN, KENTUCKY
tives and friends.
Miss Anna B. Hill was m Paris
1.11111111111111.1111111111. Saturday on business.

MINIM

111111.111111

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
—Cash Prices—

JOHNSON-FAIN
MUSIC CO.

Good grade Plow Lines (40-foot)

offerings

have

been received this
week in

HATS ...TIES
ARROW SHIRTS
OXFORDS
You'll be pleased with
the wide selection from
which you can choose at

THE FAMOUS

W. T. Sledd & Co.
Bought
in St. Louis Just Last Week
YOU ..WILL BE
DELIGHTED.
at the many
New
Styles

We have simply "gorged" ourselves

4.
appointments. The ear is roomier
than any previous Ford siidan,aeating six persons comfortably. The
new touring sedans are available
irrboth'Fordor and Tudor models.

SEE US FIRST AND YOU
'
LL NEVER
REGRET IT
The home of Murray made harness.
That harness with a two-year guarantee.

BRALISA & 50N

Murray, Ky.

ACROSS FROM LEDGER & TIMES •

•
a

with

the many, man"'

Our trip to the St. Louis markets

en-

abled us

to select styles for Easter and early Summaa--of
very best offerings and at the most attractive prices. '

Practically everything we bought for present shipment
in and we invite our many friends to MURRAY'S NEWEST-.
CADIES' READY TO WEAR STORE.

30c

Sweat Pads,blue or yellow
390
Genuine Lone Star Hames
$1.10
As above, light pattern
90c
Genuine Electric Weld Trace Chains 75c

A •thorough insuection vill convince.you of the niany refinements
of the interior ci-aftsipanship and a Demonstration ride will convince
you of FORD performance.. Just call—

•

New

new styles and fashions.

(First Grade Hope)

BEALE MOT
OR COMPANY
Incorporated

And the man vihois up on
styles knows that here he
can find just the things
that appeal to the fancy
of well dressed men. Your
complete outfit—topcoat,
suit, hat, accessories—
may be selected here with
the assurance of correct
style — and outstanding
value.

THERE IS STILL
ONLY ONE PLACE tN TOWN

EVERY DAY PRICES, Not
Just Saturday Specials

PHONE 170

at SLEDD'S

4.11011.1111•11111111111111MIIMMIIIIIIIIIMW

JUST A FEW-of inw

'design,adds to.Its.graceibl‘proportionsoand leaves the interior free
for passengers when traveling. The
Fordor touring. sedan is richly upholsterech-end -fitted-terith•stle luxe

For Easter and Spring
Wardrobes

GARDNER PRODUCE
CO.

TO BUY YOUR HARNESS
FOR SPRING WORK

MEWESTNendtuneettr
On*:Of
174 the Ford-V-8 cars for 1935 is
tho Fordor touringosedan shown
above. A commodious built-in trtutk
.which is an inherent pa_rtiottbac,ar

"Dress-Up" Needs

EASTER
FRIGIDAIRE '35 STYLES

WANTED IV, BUY
POULTR

Touring Sedan Newest in Ford Line

PAGE THRE,E

101

You will be doubly pleased with the many new styles anal-patterns being offered this year and you have your first cbancse
to see them at the MURRAY GARMENT CO.
We have everythig you
ll want . . Dresses, Suits, Millinery, Lin'
gerie, Coats, Hose\ . . EVERYTHING.

Come 'in and &amine Our Complete Line and Prices

Murray GarmentCo.
Charley

Smith

First National Bank Bldg.

Mrs. C. 0. Beach
West Main Street

Lise...111
-C•44.--4-

4111411

11.111.1"4-lv,014444.-.444.4•....'

4444.
_

!AGE FOUR
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----- - -- - ---- - after spending the winter in Texas
Mrs. Harry Stout, Big Creek, front Jackson. Tenn.. where ahe
and California, They visited their Ky.. arrived here Sunday for an visited relatives and
'attended- i
son. 0/J, Jr.. in El 'Centro.. Calif., operation for appendicitis. Mrs. tunquat
gisaa--by _lb& Chi Omega
and Mr. Jennings' brother in Texas. Stout was formerly Miss BlizankUa sorority of
that city,
- _En route 'home 'they stopped in Covington. daughter of Mrs. E. ft- Mach Edmonds
of the college
Memphis for a three weeks visit i Covington.
has gone to Georgetown, Ill., for a
with thei,. daughter, Mrs. C. B.
"Hal Houston, student at the .Van- short visit.
Porter and" family.
You must see the new things
derbilt College of Medicine, spent
Mrs. W. H. Briggs and Mr. Briggs,
- Mrs. Lawrence Sand
has reMISSeS- Ella Mae and Frances several days visiting his parents In
handkerchiefs. collars, and
turned SO her home in Los An- Memphis.
Dick Trevathan. Memphis, has Newton of Golden Pond. Ky.. Spent Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Houston last chiffon hose at Duke's Novelty
geles„ Calif.. after visiting ten
the week end with *bliss Mary week end and the first of the Shop.
days in the home of her parents. been the guest for several days of Charles Farris.
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Ryan, Zr,, went
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Parker, 704 his sister, Mrs, Nat Ryan, and
Jas. M. Russell left Monday night
The following CCC boys were to Louisville last week enti. They
West Poplar. She has also bees a family.
for the Veteran's Hospital at Out- discharged
from the Clinic-Ho.. accompanied Frank Trevathan of
Mrs." R. L. Gilmore of Springguest in the home of her aunt.
wood, near Dawson Springs, for
pital the past week: Carl Vincent, Paducah who entered Hazelwood
ville. Tenn. was discharged from
examination. • ,
Cadiz
: Lawrence Kuykendall, Ben- Sanitarium.
the Clinic-Hospital Wednesday,
,
Home Wined Yancey Betinett of Murray was
,,Home Operated
Miss Catherine Whitnel land Sue
William Graham, Florida, came able to leave the ClinicsHospital ton: Otis Smith, Cudir: It L. Cobb,
Farmer left Wednesday to spend a
in last week for a few,days visit last Friday after a major opera- Cadiz; Arthur Rounatree. Cadiz;
Raymond Fee, Cadiz; James Rice, few days in Louisville.
with , his mother and brothers. He tion.
Mrs. J. R. Oury has returned
Benton, James Millis. Cadiz.
came with Robert Banks. who
Carlos Jackson, Memphis. son of
home from Memphis where she
travel's
for
the
Chase
Brass
and
fife and Mrs. A. A. Jackson, just
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
se 11was
ye toliC
hu
arsd
last Tm
ceanrne
Heath
riaat
issa
ued
nd visited relatives.
Copper Corporatior..
east of Murray. has received an Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blackburn
SPECIALS
Ann Hodges, both` of the
Dr. F. E. Srawford. Dentist. First appointment as travelinkrepresentcounty. The bride is the daughter are visiting relatives in PaduNat'l Bank Bldg. TeL 192-J.
U wive for the Abbott Medicine Co. of ;Ir. and Mrs. R. H. Hodges
and cah.
T. & T.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Peel of
Prof. Walter Jetton. Paducah, Mr. Jackson ha:s been connected the bridegroom' is the son of Mr.
.
COFFEE
Benton were guests of Dr. and Mrs.
was-tee house-guest of his sister. with the..1'o-fag.
and Mrs. J. H. KWh.
Mrs. W. H. Finney, and family Memphis for the past two years.
The Rev. 0. C. Markham, stu- D. H. Siress Sunday.
Lb.
Lawrence Lee
during
the
district
Washburn and
scholastic He was formerly in the, drug bun-dent minister of the Union UMnesi in Paris and *in Dickson. Tenn. versity.
event, at the college.
were
filled the pulpit at the Jack Creason of Benton
Gatlin
Clopton.
Miss
Janice
Colp- First B
guests of Wells Lovett on the week
Bay.Homestead A. A. Quality
Baptist church Sunday
ton
and
Miss
Grace
Cole
returned
Fertiliser from Rom Feed Co....
Elegant assortment of Ladies end.
Mrs. Rudy Tyree, Mrs. Jno.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells. general Monday from Murfreesberts_Tenn.. collars-beautiful things, at Duke's
where
they
visited
Mr. and Mrs. Novelty Shop.
Whitnell and little daughter Naomi
counsel for the Woodmen of the
J.
S.
Tarver
and
daughter Glover
LARD,4-lb carton, pure 67c World. came in Friday noon and
R. W. Churchill. Hazel •Ikirry Lee left Wednesday for Nashville
visited his daughter, Mrs. Joe T. Dale. Mrs. Tarver was formerly and Louise Swann left today for to visit Dr. M. W. Moores and
Miss
FLOUR, 24 Ins. "Self
Donnye •Clopton.
Lovett, and family. -Mr. Wells
They will return with
Corbin. Ky., to attend a conven- family.
Nell Worthy spent last week
Rising
85c came here from Tulsa. Oklahoma.
tion of the
Y. P. U. Associations. Mr. Tyree and Mr. Whitnell Sunend
in Paducah visiting friends.
where he went on legal business
Col. and Mrs. D.--Y. Dunn. Lax- day. who will make the trip
PEACHES, No. 2 1-2 can
Bun Houston and daughter Miss
B
,
and left Saturday afternoon for
ington, spent the week end with by motor Sunday. !
2 for
20'ic Evan.sviTle Indiana' to attend the Shirley Ann and Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Dunn's parents near Dexter.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Falwell, Dr.
Jack Stevens :returned to their
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Littleton, and Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mrs. R.
Kraut, No. 2 can, 3 for ssc head camp for the states of Ken- homes in
Bartlettsville, Oklahoma, H
tuoky and Indiana. Mrs. Wells,
Hazel, left Tuesday for St. Louis T. Wells motored to Paris Friday
OATS, Crystal Wedding 10c who has been visiting relatives after spending several days visiting where they will spend a few days evening for the Rotary dinner_
FOR SALE--several used wagons,
here for the past two weeks, ac- Blends' and felatives in the coun- buying' new Easter merchandise
COCOA, Mother's, 2lbs. 19c companied
him to Evansville and ty.
Al&
for their store, J. E. Littleton & priced right. Sexton Bros.The following CCC boys were
R. H. Falwell, Jr., went to
thence to Omaha
MEAL, Stone Ground,
Company. Hazel.
admitted
to
the
Clinic
-Hospital
the
FOR SALE-Several used wagons.
25c
10 lbs.
Close Out Sale of Dresses-66.75 Georgetown last week end for the
week: Chestean
Murray, Crepe Dresses, now
piked right. Sexton Brea.
Mk past
$2.68: PM State B. Y. P. U. meeting.
Cadiz;
Johnnie
PUFFED WHEAT, box 10c
Conner,
Cadiz;
El- Crepe Dresses, now $1.50: $1.110
Walter Jackson and Miss Melba
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Williams and
vu
Guilt,
Cadiz:
William Fraley. Wash Dresses 2 for
CHUM SALMON, can . 10c sons Nelson Thomas and Donald.
.75; $1.98 Raab Smothers, Huntingdon. Tenn., were
and Leslie --Boggess returned to
Dresses 2 for $1.00. Nellie. Short at married here Tuesday at the courtSOUR PICKLES, qt.. .-. 15c
tearai'LtRbs
li,;.e Cadiz; C
E:d
rliz" WWatatis-. W. S. Fitts & Son.
their home in' Detroit Saturday i
house. Elder Luther Pogue perCadiz.
!
.
Salad DRESSING, qt. . .30c after attending, the funeral of their
.• formed the ceremony.
Mrs. H. F. Jenkins was in St.
Mrs.
L
E. Mitchell of St. Louis,
Dr. T.-11. Balmer will leave SatL
SOAP, Big Ben, 4 for. .15c father and grandfather, Mr. Rich- Mo.,
and Mrs, Eugene Geurin of
ard Boggess
chases for the Regal Dress Shop- urday for Louisville to attend the
Pontiac.'
Lamp Chimneys,
Mich.. are here at the
Miss Thelma Brandon of 0tters
pa. Mrs. Jenkins was accompa- state meeting of optometrist.
No. 2, TWO for
15c pond, Ky.. underwent an operation bedside of their sister, Mrs. Rudy
Mrs. Estelle Hendricks and son
by Mr. Jenkinsnied
very
at..„the . Clinic-Hospital last Satur- Allbritten. who has been
Donitad. Memphis. are visiting Mr.
Dr, and Mrs. J. A. Outland.
SALT, Morton's,
da
n,
mr.etath
Irvan and Linville Yates and M1-s. Ottis Valentine and 'Mr.
TWO 10c boxes for
1
McCarty. went to Hickman Monday toMIS.aek at- and Mrs. Linn Valentine.
vat - received a ear of 1/01115*4
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holland have
stead A. A. Quality Fertilizer. Cairo, 1)1inols, were the guests of tend a meeting of (he Western
--SALOONS FREE-Mrs. E. F. Banks Sunday.
' Ross Feed- Co.
moved to the K. Robertson home
Association.
Kentucky
Units
Health
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Yarbrough.
For-better
biing us your
J. L. Jones has gone to the WilAll units were represented and ad on South Fifth street where they
have an apartment.
son Dam site where he has a job Cairo. Illinois, spent Sunday here e
was reported
elbe
len
rst m
mxecm
oee
f
EGGS and Bt'TTER. DRIED 9 with the
with
Mr.
Yarbrough's
brother.
J.
See Ross Feed Co. for your seed
T. V. A. as carpenter.
rtFrealbth
titnhge
y
H.
Yarbrough
BEANS and PEAS
and
faMily.
corn and Fertilizer requirements at
Mr,. Jones took the T. V. A. examdepartment_
Miss
Mary
Williams,
Frankfort,
ination here several months ago.
Senator T. 0. Turner left Tues- old MrEbrath & ROW Feed Store,
Rudolph-Thurman
- air. and liTes. Teat Gardner'. spent th,aveek-end with-laer-math= day morning for St. Louis on North Third St.
el.
Mrs
Love
Williams .and broth- bi,siness.
Parvin Blalock Bardwell. spent the
week en0
visiting their parents here firm, .at- er. George Williams.
Mrs.- Elbert . Irwin. Lakeland,
_
-Mrs.
X,
J.
Trail end Mrs. --2E-IL- ki'
j-tending The settotasttc'meet at' the
..-43 waiting her parents, Dr.
Hate Were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
college.
and Mrs. 0. B. Irvan and friends
Vernon
Wright, Mayfield.
, Boyd Myers will leave Friday tolag and relatives here.
toin the jack Staulcup .orchestra Wednesday.
For Sale-a. rug; bed. springs.
For yews Homestead
A. A.
after spending several days with
Mess, and chifferobe. See N.
, hies mother. Mrs. R As Myers and quality Fertilizer and all kinds of G. *Coy at model cleaners.
friepds here. He has been with Lespedeza seed see Ross Feed Co.
Mrs. Esther Irwin, Lakeland.
the Staulcup orchestra fur several
Ky., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
No. 2 1-2 can Peaches . . 15c
months.
Delbert Hale and other relatives
No. 2 can Peaches ... 10c
Fresh shipment of Phoenix hose
here.
representing all the good colors. at
Dr. E. B. Houston is spending 8-oz. Vanilla Extract .. 10c
Duke's Novelty Shop,
several days in Nashville visiting Ovaltine
40c
Mrs Ilornue Houston. Mrs. Lillie
his son. Dr. Hal Houston. and "e- 1-1b. box Crackers
12c
R.
L.
Ross
has
bought
the
B. Mayer. Mrs Cleve ,James and
tending the Tennessee State Med- 2-1b. box Crackers ..
20c
Mrs. Elias Robertson. and Mies interest of W. W. McElrath ical Convention.
10 lbs. Sugar
50c
Lillian Hollowell were in Padu- in the McELRATH & ROSS
Mrs. K. B. Houston and Mrs. C.
cah Tuesday. ! '
90c
FEED CO., and the place of A. Bishop are in Paducah attend- Lynn Grove Flour
Misses
Mildred
and
Sc
Helene business will now operate as ing ,the, annual meeting saf the Nice Grapefruit
Hateher. ivfal- are teaching in the the
Memphis Conference Missionary 24 Lb. Bag Flour ,
78c
Ross Feed Co.
Paducah
City Schools, are in
1000 Sheet Roll Toilet
Societies.
Louisville this week attending the
Close Out Sale of Dresses-S6.75
Paper
Sc
We wish to thank the
Kentuek'y Educational Association.
Crepe Dresses, now 12.96; $2.98
Leslie Ellis. Eric Dick, Burgess many friends and customers Crepe Dresses. now $1.50; 61.011 1-lb can Hershey& Cocoa 15c
Parker, Jr.- and-J.- T. Cochran. of the store for their past fa- Wash Dresses,2 for .75; 51.98 Wash 4-blade Lawn Mower $5.75
county agent, are attending a dis- vors and
5-blade Lawn Mower $6.50
patronage and Dresses 2 for $1.00. Nellie Short at
trict tobacco meeting ef Ohio.
12-quart blue Enamel
promise you a renewed in- W. S. Fitts a Sea.
GoCaes Kentucky. and TennesWater Pail
Miss Desiree Beale is spending
49c
see in .session at Kentucky Hotel. terest an pleasing and giving
this week with Miss Hope Hart in 6-quart blue Enamel
satisfactory service.
Washington. D. C.
Teakettle
49c
_A. Y_ McNeely of Murray Route
Mrs. M. T. Morris is Ill at her
4. was discharged from the Clinichome on North 4th.
FLOWER POTS ... all sizes
Hospital last Saturday. - Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Snook of
.Ms.- M. E. Hall, head of the art
SEE OUR OIL COOK
Murray
been
in
PadUcah have
department of Murray State ColW. A. ROSS, Manager
because of the illness of Miss
STOVES
lege, attended the Western Art
-4'
All persons owing the Mc- Suzanne Snook.
Association, which met at Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs.- Vernon Moody, Plow gear, Marne Strings,
ill, from - Wednesday. April 4. Elrath & Ross Feed Co., are
MoOdy'r
accompanied
by Mrs.
Back Bands, Hoes and
-- ntit Sa
- turday April 7.
asked to call sit the Ross mother,. Mrs. J. D. Roberts, and
Rakes, Forks and
\fr. - 71nd Mrs 0. J. Jennings re- Feed Co.
two brothers, Carlton and J. D.
Diggers
! Tuesday afternoon
Jr.. left last Thursday for a few
relatives and
visit with
days
friends in Deport. Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Carman and
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Wolfson and
Telephone 85
children are spending several days
in Nashville, Tenn.
WE DELIVER
Mrs. Roy Stewart has returned

ECONOMY, GROCERY

25

a

.m7.77:drim.

Virginia

WHITE WAY
MARKET

LOADING CAR
OF

Saturday Specials

POULTRY,

for EASTER,

,

NOTICE

Pay the following
prices
Heavy Hens . 17c
Leghorn Hens 14c
Old Roosters . 5c
Eggs
18c

Free from feed and
delivered at car.
J. W.

ROSS FEED CO.

CLOPTON
& CO.
Murray, Ky.

Tolley & Carson

On the Question o:

FAIN & BELL,

MEAT

Food Market

LIVE BETTER FORItSS

Wilburn Farris

FLOUR, Dixie Limited,Toilet Tissue, 1000-sheet
24 lbs. (guaranteed) 74c
roll,.6-f.,
--24c
Crackers, 2-lb. box
18c Gold Medal Oats,
Graham Crackers,
5-lb. bag
. 29c
2-lb. box
20c Oats, Quaker
10c
Cocoa, Hershey,
Mixed Feed, 100 lbs. $1.60
1-1b. can
13C
PEACHES, No. 2 1-2 can, , Seed Potatoes, Cobblers,
100-lb. bag
$1.30
2 for
25c

,r

Cash Grocery Co.
TELEPHONE

307-i

19`
COFFEE
57`
SCOCO
4
2
27`
OLEO
CIGARETTES
2 Packages 25`
... and the family agrees
23`
CHEESE
when you serve
THE MEATS WE SELI
loc
FRESH MEATS CRACKE
"A""
RS
,Choke Cuts of Swift's Branded Baby Beef.
City
We
Cold Meats for Sandwiches. Try th'
FLOUR
89`
em
FREECAMAY SOAP 6
25`
$1.65
MURRAY MEAT BRAN
MARKET
Kitchen Queen Flour,
Tomato Juice, American
24 pounds
Lady, 24-oz. can .:715c
(tifirripla Free)
Tomatoes or Hominy,
3 for
25c Dixie Limited Flour,
Salad Dressing, quart .33c
12-lb. bag
Tuna Fish, 7-oz. can
'.15c Mackerel, 3 cans
Strained Honey, 16 oz. 23c 1 -qt. bottle Prune Juice
No. 2 can Spiced
Jello, 2 pkgs, any flavor
Crab Apples
20c' Ralston Cereals ..

Royal Gem

. Pound

-Pound Carton

92c,

POUNDS

45c
23c
29c
15c
25c

KRAFT CREAM

LB.

1-Lb. box

LYNN GROVE BLS
24-pound bag

sell Kansas
Meats
and
maintain
a
uniform
standard of quality.

hags of flour to be given
Be sure and ret,year tickets In for the
awls' SATURDAY, APRIL 13. '1 ticiperrith each 50-cent purchase or
paid on account, 244b. hag of flour goes t.o'one atom. customers 'every
hour from 8:00 A. M. to 4111 p, M. Winning tickets will be posted its
window us hen drawn.
WE DELIVER

HIGHEST MARKET PRICES FOR EGGS

BARS

XED

MI

Located in First National Bank Building

PHONE 12

4

_

100-LB. BAG

4

-v--'
Dr. 0.,C. Well; will leave this
week end for Louisville where he
will attend the, state meeting of
st. Dr' Skeffington. na, 'Word's fail to express the deep
Ronal!)
, known specialist 'will ad- gratitude I feel for my relatives,
dress the group. Dr. Wells will neighbors and friends as they so
retuhi the Wednesday following. kindly administered to me during
Miss Robbie Mae Lockhart, Miss the illness and death of my beNancy Stubblefield of Mayfield, loved companion. • I thank each
and Miss Mary Dean Boyd of Kan- for the beautiful floral designs, the
sas City, Mo were the week-end service of Bros. Thurman and
Castleberry, Dr. Graves and Gilguests of Miss Virginia Farmer.
bert-Doron.
May a kind Providence reward
you, is my prayer.- -Dr. Charley
Morris,

.<1,arit of Thanks

• Hostital News

Patients admitted to WM. Mason
Hospital since April 1:
Miss Mary Weeks, Tullahoma,
Tenn.; Mrs. George Steele, Murray; Miss Suzanne Snook, Murray; Lester Holland. Paris; Essie
Lee 'Holland, Paris; Mrs. Elizabeth
Rains, Brighton, Tenn.; Mrs. Rudy
Allbritten. Murray;
Miss Pearl
Evans, Murray; John Mahaffey,
Paducah; yrs. .1. C. Bandy, Paris;
Mrs. A. A.. Jackson, Murray; C. G.
Whitehorm
McKenzie;
Norman
Klapp, Paducah.
Patients discharged from Wm.
Mason Hospital:
Lester Holland, Paris; Fssie Lee
Holland. Paris; John
Mahaffey,
Paducah; Mrs. A. A. Jackson. Murray; C. G. Whitehorn, McKenzie;
Norman Klapit..- ;Paducah.

COUNTY AGENT NOTES
Cotton
The last day for signing applications for cotton contracts is
Monday, April Lath. Last week
this column stated 18 through error and should have been April 15.
Corn-Hog
April 1 was the closing date for
making applications for Corn-Hog
contracts and 488 Corn-Hog producers in the county applied for
this contract. This is 184 more
than signed in 1934.
A. A. Neagle of Green county
spreacF.140 .tons of marl on his
crop land during the winter.

NOTICE!
All parties interested in biding
up of the
Bautzen
on keeping
there
graveyard
be
Saturday
morning, April 13, at 9 o'clock.
R. L Hughes. Committee,

SPECIAL PRICES
-0PHONES
25
24
Hershey's Half lb. Cocoa
be
76e
24 lbs. Guaranteed Flour .
$1.48
48 lbs. flour in cloth
24 lbs. 100 per cent flour
118c
24 lbs. Fancy Eatent Hoar __ Sic
_ 47c
10 lbs. Cane Sugar
, $4.110
100 lbs. Cane Sugar
970
il lbs. Snowdrift
25e
2 lbs. Pure Coffee
1 Doz. Fancy Virginia Wine20 or 25o
saps
Lb. Delmonte Fancy Evaporated Peaches
12e
51b. Bucket Bright Comb
110o
Honey
Snawking Baking. Powder,
lo
I can 10c, 2nd ca'n
Large Mons,. Cap and soweer
Oats
25e
Scott Co. Vegetable and Tomato 'Soup, Mixed Vegetables,
can spagetti
Sc
50 lb. Can Pure Lard
57.49
Tail Chum Salmon
10e
Half bushel Meal
•
55e
3 Large Alice Pork and Beans 25e
Play In Trade for Eggs 20c

•

Swann's Grocery

Kroger Piggly Wig1y Stores
The Complete Food Market
Finest
MATCHES Brand
6 Boxes 17c
Choke
RAISINS Seedless
'ribs. 25c
SUGAR Granulated 10 lbs.46c
a
. 25c
3lioa.n2
Lima Beans Vr3ertr

PEAS

luob 2
C.2CN
Fanc
ny
s Sifted

29c

STANDARD PACK
No. 2 Can

10`

MM.

FLOUR

grIA or 24skl.b.
Thrifty

TURNIP GREENS,
2 No. 2 cans

77c PGioillsdbh1rYedaolr

24 lb

$1.09 •

C. Club SPINACH,
2 No. 2 cans

19c

C. Club APPLE BUTTER,
38-oz. jar
15c

C. Club CATSUP,
3 8-oz. bottles

25c

JEWEL COFFEE,3 lbs. .55c
Pound
19c

Red Pitted CHERRIES,
No. 2 can . . .
. . 10c

Del Monte PEACHES,
2 No. 21/2 cans

Del Monte PINEAPPLE,
2 No. 2/
1
2 cans
37c

19c

33c

Shortening FolijaFaiging anitund 15c
PICNIC HAMS utiaorekc, d 4 tess;iz6e lb. 1. ific
EATMORE OLEO
BACON
BREAKFAST

2

POUNDS

4
SUGAR
t.,URLD

NO RIND-NO WASTE

27`
LB. 32c

SALT MEAT Jowls lb. 15c
Fresh Tomatoes lI Ve lb. 15c
BANANAS G!ClerneYellowD°z. 15c
Titss,
a APPLES 5 lbs. 25c
CARROTS
bunch 5-6
Hard RADISHES bunch 2c
STRAWBERSTRAWBERRIESPint Box 1tie
"
FR

5..

sal

Si'.' es' --eve Hols0140'.b

'<

itx.cer
—oa•t&i,71101"`
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mitts*.

, $1.00. a"
"
in can7:::
Counties.
Ty and Ste

I

ICES
New Series No. 363
de
• __
76e
____ 81.48
r _
88c
_
97o
47c
94.80
97c
25e
Vine.
20 or 250
ap12c
be
•

—
10
lo

Meter

25c
romatables,
Sc
57.49
_ lec
- 554is
Beans 25c
gs 29c

ery
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Rural Rehabilitation i SENDS PLEA FOR
By Dewelone Milton, New Concord High School,
New Concord, Ky.

41

)

CIRCULATION of The LEDGER & TIMES
April 6, 1935

LEGION MEMBERS City of Murray and College Addition

Murray Route 1
District Commander Wants Every
Murray
Route 2
Es-Service Man to Join;
Murray Route 3
Murray Post Has 204.
Murray Route 4
W. B. Kennedy, Gilbertsville,
Murray Route 5
district commander of the AmeriMurray Route 6,,.
can Legion, broadcasts an appeal
_ Murray Route
this week,to every-TX-service man
-Murray Route 8
in the first district to join one
Legion post or another in 'the dis- Town of Almo
Almo Route 1
trict by Friday afternoon of this
week.
Almo Route 2
The first district recently lost the Town of Dexter
state leadership to the second disDexter Route 1
trict and is anxious to regain it in Town of Hazel
the next published report.
All
Hazel Route 1
members must, be reported to
Hazel Route 2
state headquarters by Saturday
Hazel Route 3
morning to be included in the reKirksey Vostoffice
port.
Kirksey Route 1
Murray
Post has
more than
Iiirksey Route 2
done its part. It has 204 members, 29 more than its quota of Lynn Grove Postoffice
175. Four new ones have joined Lynn Grove Route 1
this
week.
They are: Brent Nevi ConcOrd
Shackelford, Buchanan Route 3;
Newburg
Bryan - Eakee Lynn Grove Elvis
Broach, Murray Route 6, and Jas- Redden
per Hart, Murray Route 4. The Brandon
post expects to reach its own quota Hamlin
of 235 before the drive is over.
Hymon
Knight
Monstrous Public - Farmington Routes'in Calloway County
Works Bill Passed Benton Routes in Calloway County ,
TOTAL CALLOWAY COUNTY

The people of the United States bilitatinists.
are in one of the worst economic
By these means it will not effect
conditions ever known in this taxes but will come from the Recountry. Money has been in the habilitatinist himself.
Many of
hands of a few since the close of these people, who are against this
the Great War. rind 41 seems tp be program- do not realize the--sittres
a hard proposition to get it into tion that our people are facing
circulation again..
today.
As a results of this thousands of
Since the depression began, many
people in every state of the union have been left homeless and withare depending entirely upon Fed- out any means of support. It seems
eral -Relief aid for existence. Since t as if they can find no means of
the fall of 1932, more people have becoming settled, and it is the duty
been homeless and depending upon of' this program to get them back
relief help than ever befsre,
on the farm so that they may beThe United States government come self-supporting.
can't exist and continue to furnWe are -living In an era of miish relief at its present rate. So gration_ That is from the farm to
some method must be found to re- the city and from the city to the
move these people from the relief farm. This is caused by the rising
and get them upon a self support- and falling of the wages of factory
ing basis. This method we have workers. It was encouraging' to
ft:IMO we call "Rural Rehabilita- see thousands of Americans in
tion."
1931-32 turn toward the farm, but
Rural Rehabilitation is helping -this movement was short lived
economically stranded persons to for now the flow is shifting back
establish themselves in rural areas toward the city, chiefly because
upon a self supporting basis. It is they failed to make the Dying
not a program of public charily. that they expected on the farm.
Beneficiaries are expected to give
They failed because there were
their notes for repayment in full. no workers in. the city to furnish
of both subsistence and capitol a market for farm products. They
goods advances.
Every promise also lacked guidance and equipto pay is assumed to be in good ment with which to work their
faith.
land
efficiently.
It
is
these WASHINGTON, April 6—The New
The Rural Rehabilitation pro- deficiencies' that Rural Rehabilita- Deal today staked $4,8130,000,000,
gram, _like all other enterprises. tion is providing.
the vastest peace time appropriahas both its advantages And dis- The- -low trend of 'prices OAS tion_in history, on a plan to swing
-tiirvanlages arerico doabt will meet caused many
farmeri. Who in 'the from re/Jet to public works while
with much opposition. Its princi- past were successful,
to accept re- the nation - watched to see who
pal reliance is sepon
trained lief aid. Though most of these
are was chosen to direct the task.
workers who will
1p planti suc- tenants and share croppers.
July i is the date for putting
cessful program and supervise its
The majority of the farmers who the main part of the program into
execution.
come from the city wasn't intrested effect. 'when the government will
The ultimate aim of the promove to provide $50 a month job.s
gram is to help people, who ore in the farming occupation. But for
able-bodied men and women
merely looked upon it as- means
depending upon relief aid, and to
of earning a - living— until they now on dole.
get them back upon the farm so
The fund as a whole must be
that they may again be made self .could again secure work at the
factory. The result is that they spent by June 30. 1937.
supporting, and be able to live
have run down man/ good farms
President Roosevelt. fishing off
Without aid from the relief.
by not knowing how to take care the Folrida coast, is expected
This program has alreade; been
to
of them, and they have also furn- sign the bill as soon as
it can be
used to a minor extent in some
ished competition for farmers who sent to him.
states Though many people chitil
have always depended upon the
understand it, it has met with
farming occupation.
success in helping a few .to gain
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
The Rehabilitation program alms
their old form of independence
to restore ion* of this land tiy
again. _
„
West Main Street
Out of a number of ,Rehabilita- furnishing ground limestone and
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
flooded araS.- -"*" By
tinists. in Alabama. receiving an -byaverage of $95 each for food and this farmers may get on the road B. Holland, superintendent.
Morning Worship at 10:45 a. m.
farm equipment. through this Pro- to recovery again.
gram. 90 per cent produced enough
Complete Rehabilitation may re- Sermon subject: "Where Is the
Lord God of Elijah." 2 Ki. 2.14,
.food to do them Through .1935. quire many years
But the sucEvening Worship at 7:30 O'clock.
Therefore, they no longer depend cess of many Americans depend, to
upon relief aid, but are on the a large extent, upon the degree of Sermon subject: "How a Young
succ,eiss achieved by Rural Re- Man Overcame Temptation." Gen.
road to success again.
39:9.
•
Many people are against this habilitation.
The pastor will preach at both
There is no fixed limit on the
program. They Think that it will
cause taxes to to higher in order period within which Rehabilita- hours. A special invitation is exto support it. and that people tion of an individual client may be tended to young people to be preswill cant trying to manage for accomplished. The more quickly ent at the evening service. Some
themselves, but will depend upon he can be made self supporting of the evils of the day will be
this program for help. To help the better, though normal progress dealt with in plainness of speech.
Prayer meeting each Wednesis the duty of this program, that toward financial success in farmday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
is to get persons interested in ing, will be gradual.
We have almost completed the
The rural home molds future
their work and try to make them
strive for a more successful goal citizens. So to have a strong. payments on our church lot at
progressive country we must see Tenth and Main and plan to begin
in life.
Now to prove to you that the that these rural areas molds the construction of our new house
before long. We are not asking
-local taxpayer will not have to life of its future citizens in such
for one penny from anybody outbear the burden to support funds a Way so as not to be detrimental
side of our membership, and yet
for this program, let us see where to our country.
Why should we have any of that the offerings of any and all willthese funds will come from:
ing-hearted givers will be deeply
1. From sale of material received underlying enthusiasm for a ,perm.
_
anent prograrn of relief. that 'does appreciated.
as tolls from RehablIttattrasts.
You are cordially invited to all
2. From cash on tolls paid by not remedy the underlying causes
of our services.
non-Rehabilitatinists.
of destitution, necessary thought it
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
-3. From sale of products in ex- may be for the present. we must
cess of the home needs of Reha- get away from such a program

••

Preparation
will doubtless include the using of
the services of your dry cleaner.
We solicit your business for EASTER preparations. Call us at your
earliest convenience and we will
give you careful, prompt and thorough service.

JUST TEN DAYS

•

till Easter morning and otlly gbout 7 days in which
to prepare. Go through your wardrobe today and

CALL 449
You can rest assured that we can properly bandie your most delicate garments,

Fully Equipped .... Experienced, and
a Desire to Serve You Well

BOONE
CLEANERS
Telephone 449
•

just as fast as we can.
These stranded industrial families can contribute little toward
their own support, under prikent
circumstances. They have little
hope or prospect of employment at
a living wage in their present location. Exhaustion of natural resources such as coal and timber
and the increased use of farm machinery and the decreased use of
hand labor have been largely responsible for the condition that
many are in today. Their helplessness and hopelessness is tending toward mental, moral and
physical
deterioriation.
Surely
with a little aid Ahem people may
be able to produce their own food
and maintain better methods -of
living.
America's depression has broken
the hold of conventions and traditions, and left us free to build a
civilization in rural areas. This
we hope is accomplished by _Rural
Rehabilitation
It is becoming clearer all the
time that the Rural Rehabilitation
division is blazing a trail that
leads from the blighting influence
of dependency out toward a more
hopeful goal Of self reliance and
social security. May we-as citizens of the United States put the
weight of our nation back of these
efforts.

Model, Tenn:
Hardin,"Ky.
Benton, KY
Paris, Tenn,
Mayfield, Ky.
Puryear,. Tenn
Buchanan, Tenn

-

*

Total foreign circulation

HONOR ROLL

2,446

105
-110
89
6
.14
•443.
15
11
75
318

GRAND TOTAL
......... 2,862
Per cent circulation in county
85.2
Per cent circulation in trade territory
90
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
- --Personally appeared before me this the 9th day of April, 1935, Joe
T. Lovett, publisher of The Ledger & Times, who takes oath that the
above statement of the circulation of The Ledger & Times is true and
correct and that the average circulation of The Ledger de Times for the
past two years is not less than the toilet shown above.
JOE T. LOVETT.
Subscribed and'sworn to before me this the 9th day of April 1935
MARY NEALE.
Clerk Calloway County Court.
'By _E. G. Neale, D C.

W. T. SIMPSON TO MAKE
RACi. r‘Olt MAGISTRATE
W. T. Simpson states that he
will be a candidate for magistrate
In the Swann district ia the August
primary and that his formal announcement will appear in this
paper at a later date.

With the advent. of Spring
weather, flies, mosquitoes, and
other insects will resume their annual housetrold campaigns, unless
protecgive
measures
are
soon
taken.
as
Clean Thoroughly
After the screens are repaired,
they should be thoroughly cleaned
by dusting or wasning. When
thoroughly dry they./nay then be
given a coat of paints lacquer, varnish, or other paint material for
proteefion
during
the
coining
season.
Enameled Screens
When a Sereen coating is desired
that
will insure privacy, then
light-colored enamels are better
than dark coatings, because they
do not interfere with the vision of
a person Inside of a house looking
out.
White, light blue, yellow.
gray, or .in fact,, practically any
tint that harmonizes with the exterior scheme of the house is suitable.

•
of communicable disease 14 visits R. 'F. Hamlin; 77
to carriers and 16 quarantines of C. H. Stewart, 3
carriers. In the control of tuber- J.- N. Williams, 83
culosis,,, 62 .were examined; 119
For Sheriff
adultrtetted and 7 diagnosed as S. H. Dees. 115
positive and 30 home visits made:
B. Halsted. 240
In diagnostic tests and immunizaFor Jailer \
tion 6 were given schick tests: 14 M. Allen. 104
given
anti - typhoid
treatment; 34. Daniel, 154
smallpox vaccinations, 418; anti- S. C. Halcum. 48
diphtheria. 84; and 23 other vac- Frank- Stubblefield. 40
cines.
M. 0.Valston. 20
For Assessor
Much work waS done In child
Fisher. 137
hygiene -including advice to
pre-natal cases; 120 pm-school chil- W. G. Hust. 45
dren examined; 7 chitd health con- H. G. Jones
ferences: 77 home vlsiti,4 102 school J. H. Langston, 83visits; 641 school children exam- H. H. Miller, 35 ined; 543 with physical defects; 33 R. W. Michaux
visits to home as school follow J. S.- Outland. 3
ups; 48 talks to classes or drills Joseph Robins. '13
in hygiene: 8 excluded for 'com- R. Y. Wiliford. 42
C. C. Wilson, 3
municable diseases.
Laboratory
tests
included 67 George Walker. 1
Coroner_
Wasserman tests: 89 smears for
diphtheria; 89 smears for gonocci; At T. Faker, 188
5 feces for parasites: 6 water tests John Grace, 10
for water
coll. In sanlEalron ...••••=imMOMI••••••••.work: 47 sanitary privies were constructed', 21 wells and springs improved; 31
nuisances corrected.
Eighty-five physical defects were
corrected in infants and' pre-school
children and 217 in school children.
Communicable diseases reported
*ere 72.
Among the miscellaneous work
done by the department was: 329
urban visits; 100 letters written;
1467 office consultations; 499 office
examinations; 44 visits to county
institutions; 83 indigent cases attended. In dental clinic by state
dentist 295 dental corrections were
made.

A. W. Jones, editor and publisher
of the Caldwell County Times.
Princeton, and candidate for the
Democratic nomination for railroad commi<sioner in the coming
August primary, was a visitor in
Murray Monday shaking hands
Mack McClure, 75 yeah of age. with the voters.
died at his home at Crossland last
Mr. Jones. woo is an outstanding
Thursday
following an
illness Legionnaire. and a former comFuneral seikices were held Friday mander of his post. made the race
from the
Oak
Grove achurch, in 1931 and turned in a capable
Weakley County, Tenn.
showing.

2. at the Murray cemetery. Funeral services were held from the
home with the Rev. 0. A. Marrs
in charge of the services. The
child died following an operation
and several days illness. Surviving are the parents and several relatives. Lee Rowlett is a grandpent.

It Pays to

Read the CLAM Midi

Sun Life Assurance
Company of Canada
(Incorporated in 1865)

ASSETS—
December 21, 1934 $665,378,716.34
ASSURANCES1N FORCE—
•
Dec. 31, 1934. . $2,748,725,403.00
- An outstanding American Company issuing attractive Life and Annuity contracts at a fay,' net

colt to the purchaser.
When considering Life and Annuity contracts,
it will be to your interest to let me explain the at• • tractive features and low rates offered by the Sun
Life.

A. W. JONES, CANDIDATE
FOR R. R. COMMISSION, HERE

E. Wallace Lassiter

Mack McClure
Dies Thursday

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE

Sun Life Assurance Company of
Canada
Purdom Building
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
•

Keatmety.
I-

Volume CIII; No. 15

John A. Howlett Digs Farther Into
Past tina Shows Ballot of 1882

To verify any of these figures you are urged
to inquire of any postmaster or rural carrier in Rowlett Infant
Calloway County.
Buried April 2
You are also invited to call at The Ledger & Funeral services for Joe Pat
Rowlett, 2 months and 17 day old
Times office and count the mailing list. your- infant
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rowlett, was buried Tuesday, April
self.
Now Is Time
To Fix Screens
For Summer

s year chewiest* In
v'''''' the State of
a year to any address
v••"`"" other than above.

,
592
'Correspondents and local adver180 tisers
who get copy in Monday.
Justiee of Peace
John A. Howlett, citizen of Cal122
loway county who is living for the R. L Marshall, 88
107 Dr. J. C. Barr
time being with his son in Cash, I. H. Wilcox, 130
147 S. Pleasant Grove
Arkansas, has sent The Ledger & H. Wyman. 128
E. B. Motley
Times a tabulation of the vote J. K. Wilson, 62
134 Rev.
Brooks Chapel
for county offices in East Murray W. J. Wilkerson, 234
98 Capitol Theatre
_For Constable
plecinct in the primary election
99. Boone CIeeneri
of August 4,'1882. Mr. Howlett was D. B. Hindman. 69
51 Murray Milk Products Co.
judge of the election and has sign- 'R. I. Wills, 210
22 Faxon Hi School
For School Tax
ed the tabulation
sheet along
Superior
Cleaners,
72
with M. G. Moore, judge; W. H. For, 103
Murray Marble Works
4,7
Watkins, sheriff and H.- M. Allen, Against, 184.
E. Wallace Lassiter
clerk.
22
The entire" return :s eandwritten Central Ky. Paper
55
on a double sheet of foolscap: Not
58 Health Officer
Pays Rhea Tribute
near so many, if any. of the can97
Makes Report didates
of that election are liv60
The Danville Advocate pays a
ing, as of the election of 30 years
60 The Calloway county Health De- ago recently pubiished in this high tribute to Hon. Thos. S. Rhea,
20 partment makes their quarter re- paper, but many of them have de- in its iisa of last Saturday: It
port for the months of January.
scendants now living here and reads as follows: "That Mr. Rhea
33 February
and March showing the
25 calls made, diseases treatedand some of the oldest citizens remem- would make art excellent Governor
ber them well. For these reasons it does not have to be said. He
26 work of the department.
the list is extremely interesting. has been in politics long enough
57 One of the many works is educa- It
to know all of the angles of the
is as follows:
63 tional work such as the distributState's needs, which seems to mulFor County Julge
8 ing of bulletins and pamphlets of J. R. Elkins, 8
tiply daily. No one would make
a better Governor than he and he
8 information. The report shows 'W. B. Keys, 204
is as honest, as the day is long.
42 1062 such bulletins given out; 4 G. G. Oury. 155
public lectures with 156 attending
His word -is as good as the best
For County Attorney
26 and
16 newspaper articles.
gold bond. He is staunch and
T. P. Cook, 60
14
loyal in friendship, and always
Under sanitary work is the in- G. C. Diuguid, 136
14 spection of 96 private premises;
fights above the Pelt. He is a
29 J. R. Schroeder. 161
66 public premises; 52 dairies and 40
splendid gentleman and a trustFor County Clerk
21 food handling places. In control G. A. Cutchens, 202-'
worthy Kentuckian."

16
10
— 13
7
19
22

Total Adjacent Trade Territory
State of Kentucky besides above
Tennessee besides'above
Arkansas
Texas
Michigan
Illinois
Florida
Mixed States

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

n
1.9 nil

ti

Prepare For
' Relief Gardens
—Preparations are being made for —
relief gardens for this spring and
6 beds for slips have been prepared Fred S. Chambers, garden
supervisor, states. The beds are
9x100 feet and contain cibbage.
and tomato slips. They are located
on the property of Galen McBride,
_South of the college.'
Seeds have been distributed In
the county the past two Thursdays. Last Thursday about 500
packages were distributed, each
package containing several varie—
ties of garden seed. , The previous
Thursday 13.900 pounds of /eed
potatoes were given out.

are

Extensive seeding of korean
being made in Fleming county, following the first winter feeding of
4espedeza hay,

/

in
with

Red Spot
PAINT
RED SPOT Paint is the favorite of those who
must make their dollars count. It is an economical
paint but not a cheap paint. It will give many
years of lasting satisfaction and protection to your
property at lowerst cost per year.
Everyone is co-operating in Clean-Up. PaintUp and Better Homes Week in Murray. Now is
the time to bring your home up to date, make it a
more pleasant place to live, enhance its value and
Drolong_its
There's a RED- SPOT Paint for every purpose. All we ask is a chance to figure with you.

See us for your spring needs in farm and garden tools, spring cleaning needs of all kinds.
Seeds, fertilizers, screening, fencing—in fact
everything for the farm, garden and home.
This store prides itself in the number of satisfied customers that trade here year after year.
The farmers' headquarters.
s

A. B. Beale & Son
Farmers' Headquarters------

—
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Mound City and tairo (in Ken- one to black tobacco. tucky) are impassable and under
There are several ways in which
water, and this fact is passed from tobacco plants may become infectLYNN GROVE HIGH _
one tourist to another to the detri- ed with the virus of tobacco
4iianatin alias.- play. has been
entiat.^...ar ,--iberoso trash is used
iff. R. Handwood, outstanding ment of the entire State.
selected 'arid practice Wes started
The proposed bridge can do no on the bed Its a fertilizer, either
citizen of Bardwell was in Murlast week. It is -Me Red Headed
W. C, Broadbent, highway com- announcement that a stew sched- Stepchild 'and will be given Sat- ray Monday .iii interest of the pro- harm to any other Ohio and Mis- applied directly or made up into
missioner - for the Firat District. ule for tolls went into effect at
posed bridge across the Ohio River sissippi river bridge- It will, how- a tea zuni *used to water the bed,
urday evening. April 13.
Mae
Mr. Hazelwood and ever, stimulate traffic to an ex mosaic is almost certain to result.
was principal- guest and speaker at Eggner's Ferry Monday. This was
at Cairo.
Howard zall sponsor the presentaother interested parties in Western tent that will materially assist Persons who chew or smoke barnthe Young Business Men's Club in regard to cargo only and will
tion
past
discrepancies
in
Kentucky are much incensed over Kentucky, particularly the Ten, cured tobacco from an infected
Monday night. Also guests were correct
'
and
Cumberland
river crop, are almost certain to carry
the action of Rep. Virgil Chap- !lessee
R R. Elliott, districtaengineer and charges for cargo.
The members of the senior class
the disease on their fingers and
man, of the Bluegrass section, whet bridges.
J. F. Stigers. locating engineer.
accompanied by Miss Clark, atThis project is unquestionably spread it to tobacco while weedrecently blocked a move in ConSeveral
Murray
citizens
were
teiided the High School Day at
gress to postpone for a year the one of the nicest pieces of bridge ing or pulling plants. The hands
guests including: Mayor Swann.
the collage Friday. The class enSenator T. 0. Turner. A. B Ausdate on which construction of the building that has ever been offered may be freed of the virus if washHello every body! How is this joyed the program very much.
More to any state. The same bridge ed with soap and water: Plants
bridge could be started.
tin. Judge T. R. -Jones. M. 0.
rainy weather serving you
Sow
time 'As desired and it is stated built by private capital a few Infected at weeding time are a
Wrather, Ben Grogan. George Hart.
Dr. No Yong Park. of China.
I'm an expert swimmer.
that Mr. Chapman was representab year's hence will cost about $3,- menace at pulling time; for if one
In referring to the Calloway
Mr. Ewing Marion was kicked _gave a very interesting lecture
ing a ferry owner in, that vicinity. 000.000 and will cprry a burden mosaic plant is pulled, the disease
road project Mr. Broadbent stated
by a mule Friday but war not here teat Tuesday afternoon on
The following facts concerniug in the way of toll rates upon the will be passed on to many plants
that the road schedule would likely
conditions in the Orient at the
seriously • injured.
people of Kentucky for several pulled immediately afterwards.
the bridge are set forth
be late this year due to the time
Lloyd Dyer of East St. Louis •present. He explained how the
Ground
tobaccos stalks, trash
The total cost of the Wickliffe generations.
necessary for the allocation of
is spending a few weeks vacation various factors caused China to
Let it be said that local persons from abbe curing barn floor, and
Vehicle Brides is $1,a88,800, vf
Federal funds already appropriwith his mother. Mrs. Laura Dyer. be a backward nation and why
which the Western Kentucky and ashlae the proposed bridge will ground lead added to soil where
Mr. Broadbent named the
ated
Young Morgan is laying the Japan had been so much more
Illinois interests
hays secured only pay fifty cents, a lower toll a crop is to be set, will almost
roads under consideration in the
foundation to his new house near successful
FREE GIFTS of
appro,ximatella than is charged at the Tennessee certainly result in some mosaic.
comity. anclainCladedain the group Boatwright Last summer a small planting of
$1i52,000, leaving $1,236,200 repre- and Cumberland .rivers.
the black topping of the Hazel
,Mome
Be
Class
Entertains
William Garlaadahas opened up
tobacco was examined a part of
sented by not- to exceed 5 per
Highway. He urged that CelloS new grocery near Boatwright.
The girls of the borne economics cent bonds.
which 'bad been fertilized with
- way would get her share when the
Seems like people aren't going class entertained their mothers at
trash cleaned out of tne barn. In
The completed project and bonds
prearam began.
to get out a crop for the govern- a dinner at the school building
the area 'where this was spread,
are free of all taxes and can be
a Mr. Broadbent explaining the
ment if the river continues to Thursday evening. March 28, at
about three-fourths of the plants
made free of tolls within fifteen
Plans under consideration for the rise. •
six o'clock.
years when it will become the Dr. W. D., Valleau. Plant Patholo- had mosaic while outside of this
refinancing of the bridges on the
Ed Wilson is ill at this writing.
The
color
scheme
of
yellow
and
gist
'Kentucky
Agricultural
Experiarea only about 1 per cent were
property of the Commonwealth of
Tennessee river which would per—Hooper Hollow Squirrel green was carried out in the
diseased.
Kentucky without cost. If Ken- ment Station.
mit the lowering of the bridge
place
cards,
favors
and
decoraWith the limitation which has
The careful tobacco glower will
tucky would not accept the bridge
tolls at Eggner's Ferry. Among
Read the Classified Column.
tiope
it could be operated and tolls been placed upon tobacco acreage, keep all tobacco trash away from
other things' of interest was the
The menu includeddream of to- charged which would cover operat- tobacco planters are more con- the plant bed and will use none
mato soup. greens, corn. French ing and maintenance expenses cerned than ever before in taking of it on field which are to be put
potatoes, baked pears, meat loaf, only.
every precaution to prevent a crop into tobacco this year.
ea
combination salad, pickles. radUnlike the toll bridges built by failure or anything that will reishes, corn sticks. tea biscuits,
Highway
For Highest Market Prices
the Kentucky
Com- duce weight or quality of the toPeopie wbo bass taken Black- frozen fruit whip, angel cake. mission, all operating and main- bacco crop. This year, because
Bring Your
Draught naturally are enthusiastie coffee. mints.
tenance expenses is to be paid of the large amount of low grade
Kathrine Dunaway wal toast- from -tolls, and a fund sufficient tobacco an hand, most of which
about it because of the notreahing
CHICKENS YIND EGGS
relief it Ilea brought them. No won- mistress.
Dorothy
Del Rhodes to reimburse Kentucky for any will be used in one way or another
That good soil treatment pays is
Highest Market Price for der they urge others to la It• • • gave a discussion on "A Years' money advanced for highway lm- as fertilizer, the disease problemishown by results on the GreenMrs. Joe a Roberta. of Portersville, Travel in Nome Economics.- The
looms
up
as
a
eater
greater
factor
_than
..ville-ssoil experiment field mainWOOL
Ala., writes: "A Wend reoticnmended creed adopted by the girls as provement between Wickliffe and I
the bridge approach will be paid . in the years past. Because of the tamed by the Kentucky AgriculBlack-Drescglit to tne a long Ease their class creed
—to—
was
given
by
fact
that
some
diseases
of
tobacco
sew sod a hes preyed Pe worth te
from tolls also,
tural Experiment Station. To date
ligaaa-Creight is used Orr meettinces. Martha Nelle Stark.
Illinois and Missouri have con- are carried in cured tobacco, care- a total of five tons of limestone
I had that teams aihea-Dreaght pretests ,Those present were:
the biases hoedechie which I useSte
strticted
highways above high ful consideration should be given per acre have been wad on the
Mrs. Winnie Crouch, Mrs. Cur- water to the Kentucky
Web"
• moo vegetable auedietas
State Line, to the disposal of this Waste tobac- limed part of the field, and with
WEST HIGIETWAT—Jest west of est robot of
tis Neale, Mrs. Cliff Marine. Mrs. aggregating more than fifty miles, co,
the lime there has been used an
CONSTIPATION, BILIOUSNESS
*array, at West End Filling Station
Joel Crawford, Mrs. Baus , Story, and in .aiddition snore than 5.000.Cured tobacco carries at least average
of
approximately
150
Mrs. Raymond Workman, Mrs. 000 cubic -yards of dirt fill, and all three diseases which may damage pounds of
superphosphate per acre
Bun Swami, Mrs. T. C. Arnett, necessary bridges aria trestles. growing tobacco -seriottlya These per
year, 200 pounds per acre
Mrs. Mae Ford, Mrs. Grover Bos- The highway from Wickliffe to the are angular leafspot or rust wild- being used in
the earlier part of
ton. Mrs. Will Murdock, Mrs. Tom bridge- approach is only 2.6 miles, fire, and mosaic. It IS entirely the experiment
and 100 the latter
Hobson, (rs. Fleetwoed Crouch. the -cepa of which would be re- probable that wildfire will be
roore4part.-Iiest-eL• the time manure was.
Mrs.—Arthur ttiugh.- Mrs. 1-121rdy turned td the Kentucky Highway prevalent in plant beds than usual returned to both
fertilized and
Rogers, Mrs. Rune Miller, .Mrs. Department.
this year as bed infection seems unfertilized land equal to the
Jeff ,Armstrong, Mrs. Nix Barris.
to
originate
largely
from
bits
of
The Federal Commission • authorweight of the crops removed—
Mts. •Bryan Eaker. Mrs. Dumas' ized by Congress to construct this infected material blown intp the wheat grain
excepted.
Stark, Miss Sallie Howard, Miss .
bed.,
Spreading
of
tobacco
trash
In the 22 years this ticatment on
lariage, will be. composed of five
Modest Clark, Mrs. Lula
Mae Commissioners, one of which may as a fertilizer will, oils course. four acres in a four-year rotation
Doherty.
be either. the Chairman of the greatly increase the amount of has produced a total increase of
-Molena Adams, Rebecca Arm- Kentucky Highway Commission or this obatiiy
wind-blownmm
osattesreirato
Lus
.
ERHAPS you and yuur
375 bushels of corn, 213 bushels
strong, Mary Anderson. Dqqaby the Commissioner from the First
the
injury of wheat. 14 tons of soybean hay
family have given serious
1;toston, Kathrine. Dunaway, Mau- District in which the bridge— is whir-h will result to the _tobacco and 32 tons of mixed
legume and
thought to having a telephone
rene Henley, Martha Bell Harris, located.
crop if ground tobacco is Used as grass hay. At 50 cents for corn.
in your home, but are sat quite
Mary Katherine Hobson. Fannie
Investigation develops that hun- a fertilizer will be from mosaic. 75 cents !for •wheat, and $10 for
Sue Jones. Reba Mae Miller, May- dreds of persons from Cairo and. Mosaic is an infectious disease the hay, these
sure you really, need it. increases produced by
dell Murdock.- Ada Ne-ale, Ruth vicinity visit Western Kentucky caus4 of which remains-- active in limestone and
superphosphate have
It isiS Matter which concerns
Pogue. Ynema Rhea, Dorothy Del each month, and particularly the cured tobacco for many years. been %earth $808
for the four acres
everyone in the farailf. Think
Rhodes, Tennie
Wilson Rogers. ,Paducah stores, It is hardly to be 'Mosaic is • commonly known to
how muds a. telephone would
Martha 'Nelle Stark. Odine Swarm. expected that Kentucky dislikes growers as french. dry weather
and Bedott Youngblood_
help Mother with her shopping
Vaa business to the extent of. french, black or blue french, and
walloon. It differs from
wet
and household ttuties,,,and how
•
drivIng it elsewhere.
•
Officers of the Hazel . F. F. A. - lifotor Clubs in the North, South. weather french in that tae latter
Father would find it handy in
Chapter carpe over last Wednes- East and West advise that thous- disease is not infectious, and ocmany ways. The young folks
day afternoon and, helped organands of tourists annually are di- curs only' in Certain soil areas.
too, would use it frequently- in
ize a Future Farmer chapter here. verted through other gateways on Mosaic not only causes mottled.,
The officers elected were: presi- account of highway and river distorted leaves and stunted plants
arranging social activities with
dent. Ernest Jones; vice-president, crossing facilities. Daily experi- but also causes one of the so-calltheir friends.
J R. Jones; treasurer. Howard
ences, show that ,persons 'openly ed rusts. Frequently alter topping
in addition, a telephone asPaschall: -aecretaty. 'molly -Single- condemn the route through Ken- brieawilI find' the top 2- or72 leaves
you—witt -probably decide it
sures you prompt assistance in
ton; reporter. W. D. Kelley: Farm tacky on account of the facilities with large spotted or burned areas
really doesn't pay to try to do
Watch Dog. Hilton Williams.
emergencies and quick personal
'at
Wickliffe. Mound City
and on them_ Growers'semetimes inwithout it,
Our chapter will be host, to the -Cairo .and state !that! they will correctly call this wildfire. It is
touch with friends and relatives
Order your telephone today.
chapters of the other high schools never use it again—.
Just another symptom of mosaic
both in and out-of-town.
Your friends will be glad to
of the county Wednesday evening.
Under existing conditions ap- and frequently a very destructive
When you sum up the many
for
the
purpose
of
establishing % proximately 100.000 vehicles use
know you have one and every
county F. F. A. chapter.
advantages of telephone eerymember of your family will
the Wickliffe gateway annually
ice, compared with the small
and when the bridge is completed
enjoy it. Just call the telephone
in the Fail of 1936 competent aucost of only a few Chita a day, bulintaaactlhea.._
'
rine., Make -a conservative estimate of more than 300.000 vehicles -annually. The U. S. Highway 60 Association have urged
let•re•retsd
the construction of the proposed
bridge for several years because
.
it would afford them • 'an opportunity to direct thousands of tourists annually east and west, the
entire length of Ketilucky.. an this
feature the entire 'State-is'-- interested.
At the present time len; than
one-third of the hormFI traffic is !
finding its way through Kentucky !
HELLO, BUDDY!
and the., proposed bridge is the !
Let Us Care For- Your Car
only means whereby that traffic !
may be maintained throughout the
year. Since 1925 the records show
that for long periods each year the
TELEPHON- 300
Southwest Corner Square
highways to and, from. 'Wickliffe,1
Murray. Ky.

BROADBENT GIVES VIEWS
- ON COUNTY ROAD WORK

Lynn Grove High

SEEK ACTION ON
CAIRO BRIDGE

Hooper Hollow News

teet.
or $209 per acre. At $2 per ton
for limestone and $1 per 100
pounds for superphosphate, the
treatment has cost $43 per acre
for the 22 years, leaving a net
over cost of materials of $150 or
$7.23 per acre per year.
There is enough reserve phosphorus Mita the fertilizer stored
up in the soil to decidedly increase
crops for several years. On part
of 'the above land fertilizer was
-left off since 1930 and was continued on part of it. The yields
were practically as good where
the fertilizer was left off.
When crop prices are hie. large
*FplicatIons of phosphate tan be
used at a profit and provide a reserve in the soil for ! periods of
low prices. For example, if 200
pounds of phosphate produces an
Increase of 10 bushels of corn per
acre and 200 pounds snore would
produce just a. little more than
enough to pay for it, the most of
t he •extre applicant/a 'would
become a reserve in the soil for
future crops. Particularly as it

possible to make heavy 'fertilization of tobacco at good prices a
means of storing up a reserve of
phosphorus for °the,- neaps. seaway
fertilization of small grain and
grass can be made to pay fur the
fertilizer for the corn crop.

NOTICE
To Stook Bmeders
ally jack, itinerate, will make
lessen on old Murray-Hazel road
foes miles south ef Murray. Fee
Information inquire at Concrete
Service Station on Murray-Haael
highway.

J. C. GOOCH

-6

FEWER
COLDS

HELPS PREVLivi MANI COLDS

Tobacco Mosaic

HE
KNOWS!

limy a Frioad Redirmsais

NOTICE/

SLACK-DRAUGHT

Results Show Value
Of Soil Treatment

YOU CAN'T
FOOL
JUNIOR—

S. G. BOGGESS

Are You Undecided

He knows that-milk is,good whether or not he.
knows that it is good for him because it , is nature's most perfect food—balanced with vitamins
not -found in most foods. ,
Young and growing children need milk in abundance. For that mid-day drink or hunker give them
Milk.

P

Use Sunburst Pasteurized Milk
for the safety as a safeguard -of their health. The
milk -in thoroughly pasteurized and botiled with
the greatest precaution and care.

I Am Now'Located at

Give Them Plenty of Milk

J. C. Beaman's

every day in the year and watch them grow in health.
Milk should be included in every meal for the kiddies.

Blacksmith Shop

"1"--

PHONE 209

DR. EARL ADAMS

Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191

Veterinarian

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.

-

z

Beaman's Garage

A BIT OF NEW YORK ....
RIGHT HERE IN KENTUCKY!
LIERE'S what people go to New York

1 AL for... a perfect, cosmopolitan "dinner

Patrons of Water
& Light Co.

club" in the richest and most charming
manner ... a worthy rival of the brightest
"spots" in America!

Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF THIS MONTH.

Lavish decorations! Smart musk! Wonderful
entertainment from noon to two o'e.,ck in
the morning! Superb food! And moderate
prices (minimum check, $1.50 from 10 P. M.
to 2 A. M.—$2 on Saturday.)

Because Pontiac knows that stopping is just as important as starting, the new Pontiacs have a special kind
of brakes—big 12-inch hydraulics, smooth and even—
powerful enough to bring any sized car to a quick stop.
And Pontiac safeguards
this fine action by triplescaling the rear brakes,
and double-sealing those
in front, to bar out every
grain of dust and every
drop of water. You can
trust Pontiac brakes In any
weather. They are,
, the
finest that money can buy.

Services' will be DISCONTINUED AFTER 15th if not paid.

Gorgeous? Yes!. . . High-hat? No! Drive
up and see for yourself!

Please arrange to pay your account at the office and save emharassment, as no money will be
accepted elsewhere.

•
BLUEGRASS ROOM
'Brown Hotel

KENTUCKY - TENNESSEE LIGHT AND POWER CO. •

LOUISVILLE
HAROLD E. HARTER, Mafioso,

A Gems* Now* viriu.
,
•
emt‘

44

Murray

:

SILVER STREAK

.01111.8C

SIXES AND EIGHTS

List prices at Pontiee, Mlehigen. begirt et
$655 for' us.. ala and $730 Ira,the Lea
truirjr....1 to change without notice).
Sionciord smug of oretrerorive mitre. Amenable on 0011/ Gasif.a.O. Tone Payment..

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.
108-10 NORTH SEVENTH STREET

Kentucky
/e

MAYFIELD : : KENTUCKY
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Stella Gossip

7:17_
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week at night at the Coldwater
Everybody
Church of Christ.
welcome to come. David Thompson preached there last Sunday on
"Chirst Trials".
Frank Wrather put a one-day
old squirrel with the old cat and
her two kittens. 4"Getting along
nicely"5 as the doctors would say.
A parson got arrested by police
for acting
nudist, .stark
nakd
'Passind' away to the .great jud ment day."-"Eagle".

Lynn Grove High

LAUGH TRIO

will make
-Hazel road
barmy. For
it Concrete
[array-Haag

Paris; Other Doings in

Dexter News

CH
--11.

COLDS

;!

!VT

Stone News

abtille

TryVARDUI For

them

V

The
d with_

I.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county,subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

=t

health.

tidies.

"Bound To Marry'l 1 APPRECIATES tiLIVING
Preserited, Again
Ledger of '94

general merchandise; W. J. Beale
& Co., ladies ready to wear; H. A.
Weinbaum, the New York Store;
E. H. Haley, - New Providence;
Stubblefield & Shedd, shoes; Scott
Baker & Co., hardware; Barber
McElrath,
hardware,
furniture;
Martin,.& Dale. drugs.
Mr. W. T. Vaughn and Sallie E.
Boyd,-of the eounly, were married
at the bride's home last Sunday.
A son of Dave Clopton, West of
town, died last Thursday of blood
poisoning ca,used
from a tooth
which was extracted.
W. P. Hays withdraws from the
-'—
Judge Keys gives plan for quarterly reviewing of Sunday School
lessons

NOTICE

4

Obituary
• ., • • •

BABY

Wpm Foam

world's lowest prices for a six, but that's only

in any previous Chevrolet model. Visit your
nearest Chevrolet dealer and get full infor-

Ponlvf"'"'

half the story, as you will quickly agree when
you examine add drive a new Chevrolet. All
of these new Chevrolets are the highest-

mation about the New Standard Chevrolet,
with list prices of$465 to $550,at Flint,Mich.
„ .. and the new Master De Luxe Chevrolet

quality

-the aristocrat of the low-price field-with
list prices of $560 to $675, at Flint, Mich.

cars in Chevrolet history,.. .finely
engineered ...smartly tailored ... precisionbuilt. Their performance is a thrilling new

• •

kind of performance that would

be considered

CHOOSE CHEVROLET FOR GUAL/TY AT
LOW cosT

CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Compare Gbevroint's low delivered prices and eery G. M.A.C. terrns. A General Motors Value
*AND In. LW prior of New Standard Ifeldster at Flint. Mich.. $46.1. With
burnpers, ow* tire and tire lock, the list prior is SZ0.00 additional. Prior' quoted
in
this advertisement ore het at Mint, Mich., and ant sun-loci to change without notice.

CHOOSE CHEVROLET FOR

QUALITY AT -LOW COST
DEALER ADVERTISEMENT

THE WORLD'S
BEST LOVED
STORY OF A
BOY and HIS DOG

Murray, Ky.

4

SATURDAY

See_ "Lightning."
'the grandson of
"Srrongheart," in
the title role!

With FRANKIE

A1056

Also BETTY BOOP, in
PLEASE"
and
"Return of ('hands," No.

-farm".

THOMAS
O. P. Heggicicle
,lo Parrish, and

SUNDAY and MO DAY.-

1 1 1 Here's the show for laughst
Roar at half-witted Grade ...
pity half-mad George . . . and
thrill to the love songs of the
singing sweethearts of the screen!

,

—AND—

Tuesday-Wednesday

GEORGE BURNS &
GRACIE ALLEN
JOE MORRISON
DIXIE LEE
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
P'S

Flits?
ei

•

Mtj Old Kentuchti !km( in

r
i
4p

are. 7
from this
pogss of Harry Loon Wilson's book! S.. Red GOp
iocitty take to Ruggles,
the English volst, and roeit.gplas take Red Gopl
A grand -human story
grandson cost
with
ossembladl
of eon
Here they

Tradition means much here in Kentucky—but we
moderns must have all the comforts and conveniences
besides. So the Seelbach has remodeled its guest rooms
and redecorated its parlors to make them the smartest,
cleanest and most comfortable you ever occupied.
You've a treat awaiting you—make the'Seelbachyour
home when in Louisville. RATES BEGIN AT $1.50 single,
$2.50 double. WITH BATH, $2.00 single, $3.00 double.
And remember the SEELBACH STABLES and RATHSKELLER are the smartest and most reasonal*.castaurants and bars in Louisville.
•
Harold A. Sage, Manager

Fourth 6
PORTER MOTOR CO. SEELBACH wain"
sts.
- -Phone 97--

KENTUCKY HATCHEWY

TODAY and FRIDAY

THELMA TODD
PATSY KELLY
°
in "BUM VOYAGE"

HOTEL

West Main Street

Rni 550155

Ours is the Business of Making People Happy!

New Standard and Master De Luxe ... is, eleven beautiful body-types . . . all
with valve-in-head engine . . . all providing the same basic Chevrolet quality

buy one of the big, beautiful, finely-built
Chevrolets for 1935. Chevrolet prices are the

''

4
tested, ataini-ii antigen todkai, rraettirii ren ,
ciu Writ. ko
N., A se AelLod dud.. 91.1. ,51..
Prs
'U.
"
...1,E.X1NO5'UN.
In W. FOUR-ill

To entertain You with your favorite stars in the finest pictures . . .
fascinating romances .
Intriguing drama and mysteries ... gay comedies antrtunerul rnsirals . . the
kind of pictures that
sparkle of youth . .. romance ,.. adventure .. We are proud indeed to have
this privilege, and
we take great pride in presenting the finest pictures Hollywood
can produce.

Chevrolet.

exceptional even if they sold at much higher
prices. And they give this new performance
with even lower gas and oil consumption than

CHICKS

CAPITOL

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE _
Vienna, Illinois

TALK about value!... You certainly get
I it, in overwhelming measure, when you

ROOM

• IC owitd•aho thank the Ledger 8c
Miss Connie Mae- Miller, coach Times for the living room suite I
of the play "Bound To Marry", 'received 'Saturday. Especially do
will present the play for the third I want to thank,little Miss Annetze
time in the county at the Outland Webb who drew my lucky ticket.
school Saturday night Miss Miller Thanks to all my friends for their
many' congratulations. May they
first presented the p:ay at the
have such good luck sometIme. I
White Oak School wtiere she have been a subscriber to this
taught the past year. The play is paper for 34 years.
a three act comedy and has pleased
It. L. Hughes
audiences at previous showings
and a • nice erovid,g eggiected at
GOER TO FLORIDA
the Outland school Saturday night.
All proceeds will go to the benefit
The Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Skinner
of the sehooL
are in ,Florictli where Bro.. Steforimis resting and recovering from a
recent illness. The church gave
him a thirty days 'leave of absence
with the privilege of taking more
Eldin Dunn was born August 18,
if he needed it to recover. The „•
1910. He professed faith in christ
Rev. Skinher_, had been in _poor _
health fur abotit a month although
He married Evelle Lee Manning
he filled his duties part of the
August 12, 1933. To this union was
time.
born one child,'Ethel Louise, on
August, 11, 1934.
He leaves father, mother, sisters,
one brother, and several nephews ICENTUCK(
and nieces to mourn his death.

On the 22 day of April, 1935, the
undersigned as committee of J. D.
C. J. Broaddus, Mildred Ray and
Tidwell will file a settlement in James Gordon Ray, Garrard counthe Calloway County Court,
ty 4-H club
members. bought
A. F. Tidwell
several calves for feeding.

John• IC.
..
• • •Adams
•

.not .he .
is natam ins
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'Baseball Fued Between Murray and

Honor Roll
au•Herislee of NewP'
The honor roll for the fifth six
berg, Ky , on the Tennessee River,
weeks is:
sent me, by mail, a copy of his
Eighth grade: Evelyn Lou LockIllustrated Waterways Journal. It
• • *Prom '
the Weekly Ledger,
hart, Marion Dean Mayfield.
tells about all kinds of boats from
May 3, 1894
Ninth
grade: Fannie Sue Jones,
a skiff up to tunnel type -tow-- (Brought in by Mrs Lillie
Mary Anderson.
boat 160 feet long, 34 feet wide.
Tenth grade: Odine Swann.
E. Mayer)
Now I know about boats and rivers
Eleventh grade: Laura Hunter,
from New Orleans up to - Paducah,
Murray
Wins
Ernest Jones, Harry Cotham.
and back to Nashville and ChatsTwo weeks ago the Murray and
Twelfth grade: Kathryne Parks,
noose. Thirty years ago we campParis Ball clubs met in this place
Rubena Ford, Geneva Hunter, Robed on bank of the Tennessee river
and Paris succeeded in defeating
bie Nelle Myers, Charlotte Jordan.
where "Bloody" enters. I filled up
our boys, the game standing 33-22.
on fried fish and coffee, couldn't
, however, was caused by an
We appreciated having the Cklsleep a wink. Heard a sea monster
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Vick of
error made by our boys in the
corning down-regular haunt? no Paducah, me. Bernice Brown of loway County Singing Convention
second inning, when Paris ran in
just a big steamboat, with an aw- C. C. C. Camp. Mr. and Mrs. meet in our auditorium Saturday,
fifteen scores. But last Saturday
ful bullwheel propeller at the Bennie Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Wes- April 6.
our boys went to Paris to play the
stern of the boat. I'll bet Bodine ley Brown were Sunday dinner
boys on their own ground
Junior Play
has eaten so much fish that he guests of Mrs. Dora Brown,
the game ended after several
The junica class play, "The Redcould swim the English channel!!
Mr and Mrs. Lundy Tubbs of
paragraphs Murray 22-Paris 20.
Headed Stepchild", will be given
Daughter, Hallie of Fort Sam Ahno, were Sunday guests of Mr.
here Saturday evening, April 13.
and San Antonio, sent one of her and Mrs.. Adelbert Reeves.
Note-s on- baseball-. . .
Miss Howard is sponsoring the
big, ciry --neWspapiii. She wrote,
Mr. and Mrs.' Willie Cleaver and *production. The cast includes:
Baoks, the kid of the Murray nine,
"How come (?) Siree's letter failed family of Paducah
spent last Week
was the first one to make a home
Mrs. Edith Russell, Richard's
to come out in Ledger & Times? end with
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley second wife, Kathleen Caldwell.
run.
Jim Parker discovered a marl Brown and other relatives here.
Mrs. 0I4ver
Woodruff, Nellie
dog at the Goshen school house,
They couldn't bat Worth's balls.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Downing Ruth Jones.
having hard fits! Shot it but it of Birmingham motored
Now, foster do you think the
Mrs. - Emory
Scott,
Isabelle
here Satwent through Jim Cochran's field urday to visit
Murray boys can play murnble
Mr. and Mrs. ''Joe Stephens.
Dixie
Lee is featured in a romantic
to .Johnie Walker's thence to Pritchett and then
Peg?
Briggs, the
Russell'; butler.
after.atisit here
role in Paramount's "Love in
Gaylen
Myers.
Leon
Cathey Mr. and Mrs. Pritchett and _family James Hugh Smith.
Umpire Wear Feceived a severe
chased it in his automobile, shot and Mr. and Mrs. Downing
Bloom,"
coming
Cajitol
to
the
The!tongue) lashing by some of the
Lucia Russell, their daughter,
motorit, but Johnnies third shot killed ed on to Cadiz
atre Sunday and Monday. George Paris- Boys that night .after he had
to visit Mr. Naney Ruth Hutchens.
it dead as heck. Now what in Pritchett's sister.
Dudley Rossell, their son, Ernest Burns and Gracie Allen head the left for home.
heck are we going to do about a
Some- of the Paris nine did not
cast.
Herman Jones of Wildersville, Jones.
1,000 dogs, eh? nem and Carl!
think it was fair' for Bates. our
Richard Russell, a financier, CarTenn., spent Saturday night with
Mrs. Esther Smith and children
catcher, to catch the balls before
los Erwin.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Jones.
Literature-Robbie Nelle Myers - they gat to the bat.
moved into Graves county, MayElizabeth Russell (Bess), RichMrs. Bob Mathis spent Sunday
field Star Route, April 3.
Biology-Geneva Hunter.
The Paris boys play a good
ard's daughter from the West, MilWe were sorry indeed that Will at home after a week's work in dred Wrather.
Homemaking-Margaret Howard. "Country Game" but they can't
Murray.
World History-Richard Boston. play with a city club.
Kirkland rebroke one of his legs.
George
Garrison,
presumably
Aaron Puckett is spending this Lucia's admirer, Covel
Nearly five months ago he got
American History - Charlotte
Strpw. Martin, Meloan and DinMyers.
both legs broken below his knees week in ,Whillock, Tenn., with
Jordan.
Widdie "smacked out" home runs
Ethel Ashley,, Laura Hunter.
and has not walked a step since. Mrs. Lois Edwards.
ta.ery time they went to the bat.
Lucille Christy, Willie Kelso.
I don't know a better citizen than
Miss Ldrene Cream of Murray
Flora Farnum, Dudley's inamorWill Kirkland.
spent the week end at home.
Among the advertisers were:
ta, Robbie Erwin.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ray have
John C. MeEralh & CQ., general
Miss Virginia Darnell of Almo
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tom
Linville
and
moved into their new 'house nearer spent
Scholastic Meet
. Friday night with
Miss
Clyzelle spent a part of last week merchandise; N. T. Hale & Son,
the Kirksey highway, just North
We welcome the students of the visiting relatives near Buchanan, general. merchandise: Nat Ryan,
Clara Ernstberger.
of Goshen cemetery. I aim for
Miss Clara Nell Jonles of Cleve- county high schools to Lynn Grove Tenn.•
him to dig a new -cistern by the land.
Ohio, is visiting her grand- for the scholarship tests. WednesMr. and Mrs. Verge Stubblefield
back porch.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Egg- day afternoon, April 17.
and Mrs. Addle Pal-Fie- or near
Miss Verde Slaughter haa pur- man.
Our entrants in the contests are:
Ri4es were held Thursday, March
Cherry spent Sunday with Mr.
chased a new piano and hopei to
Agriculture I-W. D. Kelly.
27. for John K Adams at Sinking
Mrs. Ocus Puckett spent Saturand
Mrs.
Joe
Ben
Culpepper.
further her musical talent.
. day in Murray. Agriculture II-J. R Jonea.
Spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Hargis
Prof. A. _J. Vellitq; of Nashitille
Agriculture 111-Ernest Jones.
The Bible Institute: win - been
Jolen-11: - Adams, 77, died at his
Billy Henry and Mary and AllIkee
Is teaching' a 'singing school this
Agriculture IV-Ural Story.
home at Shiloh, Ky. He had been
here at the Baptist church ThursWillie Stubblefield spent the week
Current Events I-Leon Tinsley.
confined to.. his bed four weeks.
day and continue through Sunend visiting relatives in Hopkins.
Current Events II-Odine Swann.
'He professed faith in Christ in
day.
ville.
Current Events III-James Hugh
1894 and lived a true Christian unMiss Carrie Love Reeves
Mr. and :Mrs. Cullen Forrest
Functional Monthly Pains is Little
Smith.
til death.
on the sick list.
and Thomas of near Cherry spent
Current Events IV-Fred TinsMr. and Mrs. Curtis Copeland
Surviving are his widow, three
Women from the 'teen age to the
the week end with her parents,
a Ille have found Cardu1 and children of Murray spent Sun- ley.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Winchester... daughters. Minnie and Nola. and
Arithmetic-Hewlett Cooper.
helpful for the relief of day with Mr. and Mrs. Luke
Mrs. Vadie CoUrseY; five grand- Mr. and 'Mrs. Bruce Grogan spent
tancuimal monthly pains due to lack Langston.-"C. A.".
Geometry-Laura Hunter.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. John- children, Mrs. Oarlean Buchanan.
et the right strength from the
Algebra II-Tennie Wilson. RogMurray, Gartdd, Rubena, Billie Jo,
me Dunn of Concord.
they eat. Mrs. Crit Haynes, of
ers.
and Dorothy Nell Coursey. He
Mr. and Mrs. Newel Johnson,
Ram, Mo., writes: -I used Oardul
Algebsa I-Fannie Sue Jones.
also leaves one brother, A. L.
E
asone
iLs
atarn for cramps and found it tee,
John Edd and Emily spent ThursEnglish Mechanics III and IVI hare manly Satan Oardul
day night and Friday with Mr. and -Adams. New Concord. Ky.,. to
UM thanes of lita I was vory oarHarry Cotham.
mourn his death.
Mrs. Hardy Adair near Mjdway.
Vasa
farad and barna pains and vas In
English Mechanics II-Sylvester
Burial was in the Sinking Spring
• santrally nos-down sandiness. (Nadal
Juna
Mrs.
Wilson.
Sadie
Nell
Inftkill.ndi
psd cos sr.atty "
Wilson.
and Joe spent Sunday with Mr. cemetery.
of woman notify Cazdui bansEnglish
Mechanics I--Dorothy
hins. II is hies not befieni YOU,
and Mrs. Pat Thompson, near
a pkralalan.
Del Rhodes.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett ',often of
near Murray spent the viefekend -.(.'"n`"LY School at 9:45 a. m. in
with her parents, Mr. and. Mrs the Courthouse.
Dr. J. C. Barr, the minister, atTom Poole.
Nfr. and Mrs Smoot Hendrick tended Presbytery (Princeton) at
and J. D. Misses Janie and Iva Fredonia, Ky.. April 9-10.
He will preach again in Murray
Mai Hendrick spent the week. end
—
-a.-rn.,
-with Mr. and Mil:: Mull Dardel-cif ark Sunday,
Prof. L. R. Putnam wilt be in
Dexter, Mo. "Granny" Hendrick
went with them and will remain charge of the music with in attractive program.
there lor an extended visit.
A cordial invitation to these
There was a meeting at the
school house Wednesday night of services is hereby extended.
A delegation of ladies from the
last week to make plans for the
homecoming that is to be held Murray Presbyterian church will
attend
Princeton
Presbyterial*,
about the sixth of June.
Bro. John Dublin was dinner Apra 12-13 (Friday and Saturday)
guest_ of Mr, _and Mrs. Tami-Lin- in the Kentocily Avenue presli_y-'
terian Church in Paducah.
ville Sunday.
J. C. Barr, Minister
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Read the Classified Column,
Sunday school t 9:30. W.
Carter, superintendent. - Splendidei ENROUTE NORTH OR W
attendance last Sunday. Let's keep
—STOP AT—
growing.
Preaching oy the pastor next
Sunday at Mk* a. in. and 7:30 p.
m.
Young people's meeting at 6:30
WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
o'clock Sunday evening.
Shortest and Best Routes to
Pray er meeting
Wednesday
Chicago and St. Louts
night ill T115 o'clock:
FREE INFORMATION
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME.?
to all points north and west
E. B. Motley, Pastor
REST ROOMS, FREE ICE WATER
ThtirtY-five flock owners attend- " 'SINCLAIR GAS AND OILS
ed a poultry improvement meetWe Especially Invite Our
ing at Carrollton.
Kentucky Friends

eeders

NI
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formal candidate.

THE LEDGER & TIMES
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Tunes-Herald. October 20, 1928.
Published by The Calloway Count/ Publishing Co., Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murrie , Kentucky
.
•••
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.
Editor
Joe T. Lovett

.Many people who wete advised
y Senator Barkley that theajobs
were all gone are wondering about
Entered at the Pesteffiee, Murray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter that $10000 a year job his son-ine .
law got.
Billions of bushels of thanks to
subscribers to The Ledger & Times
who have made this year, thus far.
the banner cu-culation year of our
history.

•T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

The state bar association met in
Louisville this week and there will
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and also be many old associations at
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky. $150; Elsewhere. $2.0e. the bar.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
furnished upon application.
Public utilities claim that the
=
Rankin bill will virtually destroy
festival will be celebrated before their security owners investments
but we had the impression that
the race.
the utilities had virtually acHitler may have a Charley Chap- complished that themselvem.
•• • ••
lin mustache but Dec Fuhrer has
Republicans hope that Swope can
gotten beyond the comic stage.
sweep the next Governor's race.
Last week's paper exerted the
••• • •
.
entire staff for seven full days.
Newspaper men generally will
Enough of this Easter Sunday
Despite 12 pages. some material watch with interest the proposed
was crowded out at the last min- new paper in Lowsvilk to be pub- weather!
ute as more ads carne in than we lished by a group of politicians.
All nations lose in an armament
could handle and it was too late Real news men have always guesste expand the last six-page run ed that between one faction trying race because they are too heavily
to an eight-pager. To show that to keep semething out and another loaded down.
11 • • • •
he ,was playing no favorites, the trying to get something in the
Elbert Hubbard said, "Never exwriter carried over what had been paper it would be next to imposswritten for this column. Over- ible to get 'Cr to bed. This is no plain. your friends don't need it
looked in the hurry of catching indictment of the particular group and your enemies won't believe it"
••• • •
the mail was an article. atria*/ in of politicians which is sponsoring
This column was omitted last
type. concerning Mr. Broadbent's the paper. It is believed to be a
speech to the Young Business corollary by news mans every week and not a single person made
any comment about it.
Men's Club Monday night of last where.
week. Some news letters from the
Gentlemen of the Press: It is
county got nipped in the rush. . Flattery Is the never-failing
"Tater Day" and not "Potato Day"
Those things happen in lie, best press-agent °I decal
.
in Benton on the let Monday in
regulated newspaper offices and.
• • •••
April each year.
though we regret them and strive
Griffenhagen &
are .now opto avoid them it seems that it's erating in
Louisville. Louisville
And especially to the Elizabethimpossible to, pcevent them popwill soon be able to find out what
town News: It is the sweet potato,
ping up -occasionally. Our apolowas not wrong with it
not the irish.
gies to all chncerned
011cl-sills TIM-a iP

Aufrr JOTS'

mir

as J..

co.

News Notes . .
Paris. Tenn.,
Would but it- were as easy to
make money as to get a shower of City Council voted a compulsory
vaccination law for dogs of ,that
rain these past six weeks.
town Monday night of last we.
• • • • •
Candidate. savior-officer. skunk. Paducah is thing the same thing
by order of City Manager Bean.
• • •.• •
There's no enthusiasm on earth
Prediction . . Murray people
like that of the fox-hunter. Fourth
Monday in March we saw an ex- who live on the square may license
cellent illustration of the oblivion dogs if they stay up town too
of the fox-hunter to anything else much. Also the city dog law enannounced to
begin
when talking about dogs and rat- forcement
ing. Two young hunters were Monday comes to naught
•
•
•
•
•
staesueg on the Bank of Murray
The Mayfield Messenger says "It
corner recounting fine races they
had heard. . Finally a hard shoWer is estimated that approximately
Neither had a raincoat, two thousand million dollars of the
broke.
umbrella or '
Lain hat. , Neither hard-earned money of the Ameripaid any more attention to the can people is wasted annually by
rain than if it had been sunshine political parasites on the payrolls
(probably not as much) but went of the nate: county and local gov-eight on with their conversation ernments, throughout the United
without a moment s notice of the States." Practically enough to pity
downpour.
-adju.sted curnpeasanon due
war veterans in full: Which
Fox-hunting gets in your blood would be better foe this country?
• ••• •
like the measles and grows on
if it won't make any body mad
you like a mushroom To the uninitiated-fox hunting seems like in Western Kentucky, it may be
an •empty sport. To the addict it said that - according to . Inspector
is the meet fun of any pastime on Sewell's latest report, the cleanest
-55 5he state is Bath
-----------eentesesset ire IT1t*SiV on this tel sesiteie As sweeter than the. Rather appronriate at that
• 1. • • •
melodious cry of the full peck in
Thomas S. Rhea resigred'his job
pursuit of Reynard.
as chairman of the highway cone
14 yeti- -don't sire fer -it and miesion to make' the: Nice- for govhaven't time for it, don't ever go. ernor_ Mr. Rhea is the only pubThe first time may bore you: the lic officer who aspires to be the
second time you'll find yourself next Governor who has resigned
pricking your ears for the "strike:. Pus nosrtion. Of course the law
and the third time, doubtless, you required him to do so when he
are hopelessly hooked.
became a candidate but he could
• • • •
have held on several weeks longer
Very apprrpriately the Derby in his Sob without becoming a

s

•••

THE PUBLIC VOICE

Earl Sande. famous ;jockey, is to
become a crooner. Many a customer at the racing oval hes sung
a plea to nags Earl was riding.
• •• • •

Jim Reed may be a smart lawyer
but he will go deem ha...kJ/gory as
the foul' mouthed betrayer from
Missouri.
'
Cot Hurry A.Stirtimers has been
writing the editorials of the Elizabethtown News for 53 years. What
a wonderful record for a wonderful man. We do not say "old
man" for mentally. Col. Sommers
is as young and vigorous as any
editor in the state. Often have we
disagreed with him but -neither
nor any other man in his right
mind has ever questioned in the
slightest the honor or integrity of
the grand gentleman of Elizabethtown. To know him has been and
is a great inspiration.
May he
long Flee' ter-tentititteealie-brilliinf
and . unselfish service tu .his community and state.

Letters to Editor

Eastern Kentucky
Editor Likes Rhea

Contributloas to ilia (shispo Upon
Topics of Intense Me Always
Welcome They De itet Necessarily Itxpress tIte views of
this Newspaper.

Edge Hill News
Mrs. Spencer Waters, who has
been suffering with a broken hip,
is improving nicely.
Miss Clara Nell Johnson is visiting her sister, Mrs. Claude Manning of Kirksey.
Mrs Rachel Cole spent' the past
week with her sister, Mrs. L. Jones
of Lynn Grove,
Mrs, Melenda Henly is on the
sick list
Mrs. Lee Humphreys has been
quilting the past week. She was
assisted by Mrs. Claude Kemp,
Roselle Story and Mrs. Beulah
Reeves...
An event of much interest last
week was that of an old-fashioned
log barn raising at the home of
Charley Grooms', About 60 persons were presest and enjoyed the
bountiful dinner.
4.r. and Mrs. Virgil Lassiter enbe-rained with a card party at their
home Saturday
night, April G.
Those present Were: Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Shank*, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Adams' and little daughter,
Bobby Jane, Mrs. Sid Johnson,
Miss Rubena JohnsOn, Miss Flora
Mae Cole, Miss Nella Mae Kemp,
Miss Roselle •Story, and
Miss
Maudena Johnson; Robert Johnson, Chester Lee Todd, Tellus
Cole. Arthur Kemp. Stanley Dublin, Vester Todd. Earl and Ballet
Waters, J. T. and Paschall Kemp.
Mr. and Mre Virgil Lassiter and
Milton- and Doan Lassiter. A nice
time .was.haci by all and first prize
for high score *as won by Harvey
Shankle and Virgil Lassiter.
Mr. and trs, Claude Kemp and
little son 'Charles spent Sunday
with their sun. Bud Kemp, near
Fairbanks-Hill Billy.

.Somerest Journal)

As was expected. Toni Rhea,
:Chairman of the Highway Cornfusion, resigned last week from
TOLL BRIDGES
the commission and announced his
April 5, 1935 candidacy for the Democratic nomLedger & Times.
ination for governor. Mr. Rhea
am handing you a letter front is the administration
candidate.
Highway.
Department. We are Governer Laffoun is throwing the
the
not expecting reduction on Canton "whole works" of the administraBridge as it is same new as other tion back of the Logan County
bridges, but I believe that a re- man.
duction now on Eggners' Ferry
Mr. Rhea, it is said, will make
would not decrease present rate the administration the paramount
of revenue bCC•kice of increased issue in his campaign. He will
traffic Over each bride if rate uphold the Governor and defend
was cut. The unreasonable rate his administration. That may help
at Eggners' diverts travel.
him in some quarters and hurt
.T. 0. TURNER
him in others_ But Tom is a man
who has always been known to be
Senator T. 0. Turner
true to his friends and if all others
Murray
forsake the Governor, Tom will be
Kentucky
found upholding him. He will sink
or redm with him_ .
_
Dear -Sir:U Mr. Rhea can convince the
- I am just in receipt Of news- of
public that HE will be Governor,
the 2nd instant, suggesting that
and that the outer doer will be
the Commission-incident to the
locked against certain influences,
refunding of present Commonthen he will be a more popular
wealth of Kentucky BridgecRevecandidate, and would get the supnue- Bonds-give consideration to
port of a large group that would
a reduction of tolls on the bridges
not otherwise support him.
in Western Kentucky.
Everyone who has watched the
Recognizing the burdens upon
political game in Kentucky for
the citizens of Western Kentucky
the past twenty-five years will
incident to tolls crossing the numhave to admit that Mrs Rhea has
erous navigable streams In. that
rendered a valuable party service,
section of the State, the C•Carnmisand has most of the time been
sion. in recent months has been
on the "right side." His close afendeavoring to provide some relief
filiation_ with 'Senator Beckham in
through a reduction in tolls; howhis races will not injure his cause
ever, under existing Trust Indennow. He will have much of this
tures, the Commission has no "aufollowing.
thority to reduce tolls to an exA likeable fellow, loyal to his
tent whereby annual amortizatien
friends and true to any promise
charges plus a 1Q per cent margin
he makes, he has many 'admirable
of safety would not be provided
qualities that will make him a real
Present revenues are not produccontender in the race. There is
ing annual amortization charges
no doubt in --our mind but what
We wish to express our eternal
plus a 10 per cent margin of
he will be in the run-off primary. gratitude to those dear friends in
safety, for which reason the Com- The
editor of this paper has known Murray a ha were so kind and
mission has been unable to effect
Tom Rhea for many years and we thoughtful and sympathetic in the
a reduction of tolls at Eggners'
have always valued his friend- death of our beloved father to
Ferry _or Canton. however, • in a'
ship. We have supported him in those who sent flowers and mesreport mild& .by--Coverdale & Cole
his ambitions before and have sages of sympathy eluringehis
pitts as orl'ebruary 4, 1935. on this
followed him in numerous cam- •ness and death --Mrs. James Bowstibject. it has been suggested that paigns,
he has conducted.
man and James. Lakeland, Ky.
the increase in tolls which has
been.-Onerienced during this past
twelve months and more justifies
the assumption that, if such increase continues
for the next
twelve months or more, it would
then become possible•for the•Commission to . give consideration to
the reduction of tolls without violating the obligations- of the-Treat
Indenture.
I am indeed in -sympathy with
you and the citizens of Western
Kentucky as regards this subject;
and I assure you that it will be my
purpose and that of my associates
-on 'the' Commission to overlook no
opportunity to bring about a reduction in tolls on theses bridges.
Very truly yours. '
J. L. Donaldson,
Vice Chairman

FROM DEIVEY RAGSDALE

$2.95 to $7.50

LADIES NEW HATS

L
e

Littleton & Co.
HAZEL, KENTUCKY

is now located at ANDERSON MOTOR CO. USED
CAR LOT at 6th and Jefferson, St., PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY.

"PENNY" says he has a stock of 50 used cars,
and is better situated to take care of the used car
demands of his friends in Murray and surrounding
territory, and he urges all his friends to come to
see him.

ANDERSON USED CAR LOT
Sixth and Jefferson Streets
J. L. PENNINGTON, Manager
PADVAH,-KY.

HELD
OVER
Because of Last
Week's Bad Weather

One More Week of Heavy Selling
—for the benefit of those unable

Or

This Set,
-

01 Beautiful Platonic Ware to Enoourage Balk Buying
•,
These attractive, milky white platonic table and
kitchen sets have taken American women by storm.
The retail price of this
-entire set is now $k.09.
They're free during our itaing opening mak:03,-,-,.

USED
CARS

•Ws $5.00 pmehases Yon
een have one,..large tithing
All

miles dhsfad of them

All

free,

DON'T
APT
DELAY MEANS REGRET
Despite weather and inconvenience hundreds
of thrift-wise shoppers have already grabbed
these beautiful free sets. Spring opening sale
bargains plus these sets gives you nearly double your money's worth. LIMITED SUPPLY!
DON'T WAIT!

•
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FREE GIFTS

THE PICK
OF
THE BEST

Q.-Can we use paper and
for- filling the cracks- in the flcs
'
, of our. farmhouse, and would it be
; satisfactory?
' A.-Cracks in f- loors. of course.
can be filled by soaking' paper and
, making it into a. pulp and then
mixing the 'pulp with a glue or
other adhesive ;materials.
Very
fine -sawdust. wood flour, plaster
of parts. or some other inert material may be used instead of the
paper pulp. On the other -hand,
in addition to putty. which Is corn, monly %wed, various plastic wood
, compounds for filling cracks and
crevices may be obtained at practically aiiy 'paint store Ti is
ibis that you would find them
much more satisfactory than endeavoring to make your ovSti
Sr.

-THOUSANDS of DOLLARS Worth
'of NEW SPRING& EASTER MER'CHANDISE .at BARGAIN PRICES!

Nik

DEALER
for

Question Box
Housing

to attend dur-

ing our first opening days.

FORD

•

flanking you in advance for
your attention to this matter. I
am
Yours truly.
Dewey Ragsdale,
less
Bartow. Fla

98c $1.49 $1.98 S2.95 I
DRESS MATERIALS
Eyelets, lace cloths, voiles and fbatistes, seersucker. French gingham.
All materials in stripes, checks at e
plaids. Good assortment of col,

of Murray

MAKES MINIATURE CABIN

I

in pastel as well as navy, black, and
white colors. Priced reason-ably at

FORMER USED CAR DEALER

Matchless Values,
Lowered Prices,
Make Economy
Easy
Durifig
This—

your nearest

Just received. Navy sheers, bright
pastel shades. _Specie) buy fop-Easter. Price—
-- •

J. L PENNINGTON

Time and SeasQn Wait for No One -- Less
Than 2Weeks'Till Easter! Are You Ready

3. .1. Moore, one of Murray's
Bartow, Florida
April 4 1935 woodworking artists, has recently
_
Joe 'Lavtitt.
NV- UMWMr. Moore was showing his proEditor, Miteray Ledger & Times,
duction to friends around town
Murray.' Kentucky.
last week and the general conDear Sir:Received your notice a few days clusion among everyone was that
past in regard to my subscription they would. dread taking so much
to the paper. I am glad you noti- pains on such a tedious Job. The
fied me. for I have been reading cabin is a two room affair and has
the Calloway paper ever since I all the appearance of the early
log cabin type of , home.
have been reading.
I have been away from Murray
Russell county farmers arc sowten years, but through the Murray
paper I keep in close touch with ing thousands of acres to korean
things of interest in Murray and lespedez.a, as a result of good hay
county. In fact, when I have corn- crops and Crazing last year.
pane from Murray, I begin to ask
them ..about things, and they say
''why I didn't know that," so you
see when away from your old home
you read the home town - paper
, from ;cover to. pl)Vcr,_ and on top_
of That the advertisements also.
Enclosed-yea will please find
My check for $2.00; to renew my
, subscription for another, please
forward to me your 'issue of April
_
4.

DRESSES

Faxon High News

esn unusually large ciowd
The Drum & Bugle Corp or m ur_ tended the play which wa.,gis
last Saturday night by the Leath
ray Post No. 73 of the Aznericati
.„aaset.."--59‘440*._ rveryrivie seem
Legion will have a big fish if/7(to enjoy the play. Mr. Conn lei
Thursday night, April 18, at the nett was sponsor of the prod/.
scout cabin on the Concord high- tion.
'The Daugnter of the poser
way about a mile south of'town,
The boys will take their instru- junior-senior play, will be gap
ments and meet at the cabin at in abuut a month. Watch for di
5:30 o'clock. All members or form- and characters. Mr. Billing'
er members of the drum and bugle will diect the play.
The teachers left Tuesday at
corps are not only invited but exnolon to attend K. E. A. at Lo
pected to attend..
Several new members have been ville.
Students are working for
added within the. past few weeks
and the organization is growing. scholastic tournament which ti
The corps expects to get its uni- be held after the return from
forms within the next two months. K: A.

Card of Thanks

See

Just received plenty of new
merchandise for •Easter.

Drum & Bugle Corps
Plan Big Fish Fry

for
•

Use lust selling 1935
Ford V-8. Thai's why
youil find the pick of
the best used cars at
Low pM
For
mires
adDealeri
ric
ae
ns.
y

Not Everybody in
iCalloway county subscribes to the Ledger
k Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Convenient terms.

•
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CASH DEPAR1 MENT STORES,—

"KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES"
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- A Bladder Laxative

as beautiful
as the rainbow!

Use Juniper Oil. Becht:
Leaves, Etc.
•
If you are bothered getting up
nights, burning, leg pains, backache, make this 25c test. Flush
out the excess acids and waste
matter that cause irritation. Get
juniper' oil, extract ,buchu leaves,
ett., in green tabletS called BUKETS, the bladder laxative. Alter
four days if not satisfied any drug
gist will return your 25c., Dale,
Stubblefield & Co.

HANNA'S
-CHINO-GLOSS ENAMEJ.

RET

HANNA'S CHINO-GLOSS ENAMEL is made in
practically all of the colors you could wish for . . .
and what beautiful colors they are ... so flawless
... and so perfect in tone.

lundreds
grabbed

TRAVEL BY BUS!

It is a real pleasure to finish furniture, walls and woodwork with this famous enamel. ... It goes on easily
a-cl dries, ready for use, in a few hours. Its hard,
smioth, lustrous finiah stays beautiful even after repeated washings.

ling sale

irly dou-

,UPPLY 1

Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO Paducah: 8 A. M., 11 A. M.; 5 P. M.
745 A.„ M. 2 P.
7:20 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. Si; 2 P. AL
Mayfield: 6 A. M., 11 A. M.; 5P.M.
Paris: 7;45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS

ea

You are certain to find just the color
you want, as you have eighteen
Chino-Gloss colors from which to
make your choice.

InForporated

Phone 262

Murray, Ky..

Have Chicks Like This at Six Weeks'
EVERY healthy

baby chick has 6 weeks you have big-framed,
sturdy birds, well-developed and
the capacity to grow into a big
sturdy bird at 6 weeks. Whether
well-feathered. There's no comor not they develop to the utmost
parison betweenrhern and chicks
of their ability depends on you. fed oci_ordinary feeds.
When you feed chicks on unStart your chicks on Startena—
tried and untested feeds, you get grow them no Growena. You'll
uncertain results at 6 weeks. But have sturdy chicks at six weeks—
if you feed your chicks on Purina
you'll have big money-making
Startena, then you know that you
pullets at 5 months. See as /ado
are bringing our the very best for year sspply a/ Searkna and
that breeding put into them. Ai Grocrena!

1-.Murray, Ky.

Phone 454

-

1935..

Providence News
:Arri-And too. /ate for iiist week)
There ars a lots of bad colds
encV-Setnit—iew-swive the flu but
sone are serious at this writing.
The neighborhood was saddened
by the death of Parvin Miller,
who died so quickly. The death
of Mrs. Mary Miller was also a
great shock to the community.
Both were buried at New Providence.
Bro, Terbert Lax conducted a revival meeting at New Hope last
week. He Preached some fine sermons.
Ninety-one were dinner guests
at the home of Fonzie Winchester's
last Wednesday. The men raised a
barn and the women cooked dinner
and quilted. All present had a
very enjoyable day.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Hargis.
Billy Henry, and Miry spent last
week visiting relatives in Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Bucy have
moved near Cherry.
Several folks titan this neighborhood attended the play at Concord Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. William Grogan of
Birmingham, Ala., spent a part of
last week visiting relatives in the
county.
Lonnie and Frank Hargis and
Tom Linville were business visitors in Paris Monday.
Bro. John Dublin will preach at
Providence Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.—Pa uline.

Macedonia News

ty authorities are making a 'trona
attempt to ride the county of the
stray dog menace.
Health is very good around here
Reports from varlets ggc1Jpag."4!
at this writing. Johny Simmons
the county are that ale stray dogs
has been on the sick list, but
are being killed out,
has been improving nicely.
Thompson
and Elmer MaUrJoe
Negro farmers in Christian counin were in on a short Visit from ty are cooperating in shipping
eggs
Ballard county
week end to and poultry to the Chicago market.
see their mothor and aunt,,, and
other relatives.
The beef cattle outlook was die.
Alvie Grubbs has bu.lt him a lit- cussed by Caldwell county farmtle chicken house and a brooder. ers at a meeting with Wayland
There has been a right smart of Rhoades of the College of Agri.
quilting around here this spring. culture.
Alvie Grubbs will soon have
new Irish potatoes as they have
already
appeared
above
the
ground.

SELL 925 DOG LICENSES
Sheriff Carl Kingins and deputies
have sold 925 dog licenses this
which is above that of
year
previous years. The.license drive
will begin in a short time as coun-

In Middle Life
Mrs. Daisy Belle Cole,
of Paducah, Ky., said
was in a badly rundown
condition Nome years ago.
I felt tired all the while
and had frequent headaches. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription built me up
40 that awful tired, rue.
down condition left the and
I regained my strithigth."
New size, tablets 50 cts., diqunt it."
Large ere, tabs. or liquid, $1.35.
Vv rite Dr. Pierce's Clinic. Beak,. N. Y.

FOR
MEMORY
ETERNAL

Gunter's Flat
Weil, I was wishing this morning would bring sunshine but instead of sunshine it looks like it
is going to snow.
Several from this community
attended the
singing at
Lynn
Grove Saturday.
The water has surely been high.
The bridge in the bottom near
the Baker Crossroad has washed
Out so we have been without any
traffic for the last few days. but
work is being done on the bridge
this morning and we hope it will
soon be open for traffic.
Mrs. Amos Wells spent a few
days in Dexter with her mother,
Mrs. Short.'
Ellis Hayes, son of Roscoe Hayes,
has been on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Dunn of
Murray were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Dunn of Midway.
Mrs. Shelton of Paducah is visiting her daughter, Mrs. George
Coles.
Harry Coles and Edgar Wells
wenj to Meinphis Friday night
with a load of mules, returning
home Saturday.—"Rose Bud."

An unmarked grave is always a sad sight.
Somebody's loved one, but lying so pitifully neglected.
Many put off marking the grave of-a loved one
because they feel that the cost is prohibitive and.
that their limited means will not permit them to
erect a suitable memorial.
You will be pleasantly surprised at the low prices
here. You may purchase a modest stone for as
little as $10.00.

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
GOLDIE ORR, Manager
East Mails Street
TELEPHONE 121

Murray, Ky.
•

NOW
you get a

BUICK
$795
BUICK

Tie price and performance together.
You can't equal the Buick "40" combination below a thousand dollars.
Then add Buick quality through and
through—Buick size and room,Buick
gliding ride, Buick extra features.
Sum them all up and you won't even
want to look at any other car. Take
a Buick "40" out for a drive. The car
will prove all we say—and so much
more that it will sell itself to you.

rasa Imp.

prior
as FiSmYids.
its.

FOR A

Ask any other car below__
$1000 to equal the Buick "40"
In Features and Performance

L. S. Anderson Motor Co., Inc.,
J. W. CLOPTON & COMPANY
adfrit

Street.

Murray, Kentucky

3.-

L. S. Anderson Motor Co., Inc.,
Mayfield, Kentucky

Murray, Kentucky
WHEN

BETTER

AUTOMOBILES

, BUILT, BUICK

ARE

UV
•••4•41.-2,••,..

s.'

GENUINE

ing Ride ... Automatic starting.*park and Heat
Control. . . Roomy Fisher Bodies, with Fisher
No Draft Ventilation. . . Choke of Finish la Ten
Colors. Fenders Match Body Coior—Pio Matra
Coat
117-ioch Wheelbase—Longer-Than 80
per cent of All Cars Sold Today.
83 h.p.-15
Miles per Gallon; 10 to 60 Miles an Hour in
21 Seconds.

Here's what you get
in a Buick "40" — $795

ea)

'es

--

Buick Valve-in-Head Straight Eight for Efficiency and Performance... Buick Sealed Chassis
for Dependability and Long Life, Buick TorqueTube Drive fer Finer Roadability . . . Finest
Brakes Available on Any Car. for Safety . . .
Buick's Built-in Knee-Action for the True Glid-

Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

C. RAY LINES

11,

4

MOST EXCITING
PERFORMANCE OF
THE YEAR IS YOURS
WITH 1935 BUICK "40"

Vonnectitms to St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.
'

Murray Lumber Co.

.- •sutastipset-er.easseszast.s.
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weather prevented work on the'
regular work prujects. The group
led by Phillips, Murray State College 'student, went explpring in the
Kirksey nelaldporkettl''tar • retitle' -401111. talOWlag were "-110411 at
Hy Was. U. Mariai. Jr.
of prehistoric Inhabitants. A large the Missionary society at this place
-burial mound-- was opened and- last asturclaz Memo. wall_ /iiir&
First Lieut, Clarence Q. Jones,
while no startling discoveries were Mavis Broach, president. presiding:
district chaplain, was a visitor of
mad esufficient
remains
were Mrs. Carraway, Mrs. Lula Dunn,
the post during the week-end.
found to identify the builders with Mrs. Bradley Junes, Mrs. Abilene
Chaplain Jones conducted mornJackson: Mrs. Maud Baker, Mrs.
ing worship while on this visit a race which probably antedates Daisy Ellis, Mrs. Vivan Ellis, Mrs.
and a good representatIon of the the Indians. Considerable inter- Imogene Paschall, Mrs. Fara
est has been aroused and „many
camp personnel was present. The
members of the company are look- Smotherman Also, two children
recently organised chorus „under
ing forward to future trips of this Polly and Mary Miller Ellis. After
the direction of Mr. Boyd, local
the devotional, Mrs. W. A. Baker
nature.
E. E. P. teacher, furnished special
The camp's interest in music is read the Lord's Measure of Wilnumbers as a feature of thiia, proon the upward tread. Another liam A. Taylor who had 'Preached,
gram: - Agroun of eight men - atin Austrilia, New Zealand - and S.
- tended ' Catholic Mass at May- musical organization has taken
place beside the chorus. The string Africa. India and helpel Moody
field.
band of about a dozen members and Sanky, our South America
Twenty-seven members of the
now promises to be an added en- cousins. Rev. Taylor liked small,
company were discharged Sunday
tertainment facility of consider- tough jobs for the Lord. Taylor
and returned to their homes to be
.- was called to California in 1847.
able popularity.
with parents or to accept employThe rainy season ipis not en- Mrs. Taylor's singing with her
ment. A special farewell dinner tirely
thrown the camp into idle- husband was a great help followwas served and most of throe deness,, While "work' MI field pro- ed by a, sermon on the text, "What
parting left on the 'evening train.
jects have been curtailed some- is a man profited if be gain the
Mr. Fred Phillip*. local E E. P.
what, odd camp jobs, First Aid whole world and lose his own
teacher, made a very interesting
A scene from "MISSISSIPPL" starring Bing Cseiggf W. C. Fields,
arid other afternoon classes have soul." which was the beginning of
informal talk on archaeology of
served to pass away marr time William. Taylor's first revival in and afasavaiennett. at the Capitol Tuesday and Wednesday.
this locality. Through the cooperawhich otherwise would mean motion of local citizens whose farms notony
Miss Eula May Gupton, who has
as we wait for more favare known to be definite sites of
been on the sick list for several
orable weather for field work.
prehistoric
activity, plans are
weeks, is improving.
.underway for groups from this
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Erwin and
camp to make investigations of MIS
family, Mises Viola and Ethel May
At a 'Meeting of the Training
nature. Quite a few men have
others
Paschall
and probably
§chool faculty of Murray State
By L. K. Plakley
taken spi active interest in the
whose names we did not get, . atMiss
Naomi
projects.'
Maple,
Officers of the Hazel Chapter of College,
tended the Lynn Grove singing
Enrollee Harlan Wilkerson was (Arrived too late for last week) Saturday.
F.
A. went to Lynn Grove Wed- Owensboro, Ky., fifth grade critic
'
h
We
are
glad
that
the
health
of
recently discharged from the MauMrs. Gilbert Grogan has return- nesday of last week.to help them teacher, was again elected chairton-Keys Clinic. Andrew Johnson this community is- better at this ed from a several weeks visit with organize their chapter and to give man .of a committee to look after
writing.
remains confined at the U. S.
the formal initiation. There were arrangements for a Training School
Detroit relatives.
Mrs. Clay McClure has been pn
Veterans
Hospital
at
Dawson
On account of the high water seven boys to be . initiated. This May Day program.
the
sick
list
for the past few last Friday, Thoraas Nesbitt de- is a small number, but Lynn
The following
teachers
Springs on account of injuries rewere
ceived
during
the ' basketball weeks but am' glad to state she is livered the mail on horse back Grove is expecting to have more selected on the same committee
much
improved.
with Miss Maple:
season.
Nesbitt,'s and the join later on.
between Tom
Sorry it was so rainy Sunday
Robert Ferley, Earl Chambers
Boys from Haiti making - the, Miss' Ola Brock, second grade inSmotherman
on
Schetai, house
and Frank Wright have just com- that Bro. Smith couldn't fill his Hazel Route 3.
Inglis,
trip were: President Truitt Haw- structor; Mrs. Franklin
pleted the course in life guard at regular appointment but hope he
Some cars carrying pupils to ley, Vice-President Brooks Under- Training School physical education
Paducah. This course was given gill be back next Lord's Day.
Murray College and the milk truck wood, Secretary Robert
Miller instructor; and Miss Roberta WhitMrs. Prentice Hart and daughby an instructor of the American
run by Haman Cole, crossed the Treasurer R. E. Brandon, Reporter nah, high school science teacher.
This committee is to decide on
Red Cross and men from all camps ter are glad to get back to old swinging
Roscoe L K. Pinkley, and Farm Watch
bridge
near
the general theme and rhe type
in the district attended. Farley Kentucky once more to visit their Hayes', Friday morning which Dog MiLstead James.
program for the Training School
and Chambers qualified as life parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Lax. later in the day floated off its
Quilting is the order of Use day
guard examiners.
Duran Edwards, representing th May Day program at Murray State
foundation, going several feet and
The regular hi-monthly meeting here. Mrs. John Freeland had a lodging against trees. The bridge freshmen and sophomores, won College.
of Reserve Officers of this sec- quilting recently. Those Present was in two pieces but a footman third in the essay contest held at
Mitchell, Berlin* could cross it after the water had Murray last week.
NEARLY ALL READ IT
tion was held at the camp Tues- were: Oline
Lillie Freeland
and run down.
day night. The subject was "Map. Wisetiart,
daughter.
Alma,
Willie
Belle
OliReading-, with 1st Lieut. Joe T.
Highland Park, Mich.,
It .would no be so surprising ft
ver and daughter Sue. Miss Mary
Lovett, Inf.-Res, as .instructor.
March 28, 1935
the one-sided bridge near Dink
Aline
and
Joe
Mitchell. Candy Erwin's (also on Murray Route 41
The Ledger & Times:
Major Roger Williams. Jr., Inf.,
was
served
in
the
afterrfoon.
Murray. Ky.
instructor for the Louisville Milisheuld break. It is also on the
iArrived toe late for last week)
Mrs. Mary Miller was called by
tary district, will address the group
Enclosed find one dollar ($1.03)
West fork of Clark's river.
The
junior
death
play
entitled
Tuesday night, March 24,
"Beads for which please extend my
school Monday night, April 15, on
Dr. Attic Ellis and family of
subon
a
String",
after
has
been planned to scription to your good
a short illness of heart
-Tactics and Technique of Infanpaper for
Providence returned home last
be
presented
April 12. The pro- another six months.
try". Major Williartis is regard- trouble. The remains were re- Wednesday accompanied by Mrs.
We look forward to its coming as we do to leted as one of the ablest tacticians turned here for funeral and burial Alice Ellis. who will spend several duction is a comedy-drama.
.
ters from Home, and want to be
in the U. S. Army and was for services.
days visiting her son and family.
Mr. Jones, Mr. Venable, and Mr. sur'e we 'don't
Miss Lata Lassiter has gone to
three years instructor in Infantry
miss a copy.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Erwin
tactics at the Infantry School. Fort Pepria, Mich., in search of work. have moved to the C. R. Paschall Darnell selected three teams for
Not every Calloway countian in
softball games which were played Highland
Miss
Reriino
Wisehart, Otis house near Milt Miles'.
Bennin_g, Georgia. A full attendPark subscribe to the
April 1. The tirst game was be- Ledger & Times
ance is expected at his lecture the Brown, Mary Aline Mitchell. W.
but nearly everyMrs. lietha Brandon, Mr. and
15th since najor Williams is not Hution. Joe Mitchell. and James Mrs. Lucian Adams and daugh- tween Mr. Jones, and Mr. Ven- one
reads it.
(Apologies
to
able's
Brown
teams.
Mr.
Venable's
and
Aline
team
Mitchell
visited
Ledger & Times).
only exce.tonally qualified in his
ter Ruth and other relatives of
won
by
five
their
points.
The
next
neighbors.
tilt
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hassubject but his manner.; of preYours truly.
this vicinity attended tpe funeral
was played between Mr. Venable's
sel Brown Friday night and ensentation is most interesting.
Oburn Henry,
of their uncle. John K. Adams at
and Mr. Darnell's squads.
joyed a party.
Mr.
190 Ferris Avenue,
Sinking Spring last Thiirsday. Mr.
Venable's
team
We
won
hope
by
one
Mutt
point.
will
soon
have Adams remembered his Crea r
CAMP Murray Chatters
Highland Park, Mich.
Rev. Dr. 0. 'A.' Marrs of the Mr. and Mrs. Oren Huston's house In the 'ffitys Of his youth and
Buford
Hurt
won
complete.
second
place
Methodist
church
him precious to his soul in his last
opened
the
in the county "Rural RehabilitaJess Harrison of Campbell counHenry Clint Lawson left the Past days. He was
month's schedule of morning worreared in Sinking
week
for
Detroit, Mich., where Springs community and lived for tion' essay contest. Also Vernon ty bought an 8-months .old Holsrhip at Camp Murray with one of
Wilson won second place in the tein bull from the Eastern State
his intersting and well taken talks. he is to take up- work.
many years near here.
school contest.
We were sorry to give Mr. and
Teachers' College herd.
A large percentage of those in
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin and
'camp were present e$ -ell as _Mrs, Pave McClure and sons. Gil- *en. Warren, Miss July Sunter,_ Mr.
The F. F. A. chick feed is now
several visitors. The chorus gave mer and Greyson up but glad they and Mrs. Ellis Paschall were week
ready for sale at Kirksey. This Drink Water With Meals
two special numbers. A group of like their new home.—Lilac.
end visitors with their brother and
feed is the best, cheapest feed on
Good For Stomach
uncle, Riley Gunter, and family of
ten men -attended early mass at St.
Water with male helps stomach
the market. Prices are $3.00 per
Many questions about seed mix- Paducah.
Josephs' Catholic church at -May100 pounds if taken in 100 pound juices .aids digestion. If bloated
bares and feeding lambs and ewes
Liither Deering .recently sold
field_
tots. bill-1h Smaller lots- it is 31.ii tenth gas add a spoonflill of AdlerAbout forty members of Com- were asked last month, reports some tobacco in Mayfield.
cents per pound.
ika. One dose cleans out poisons
pany 1517 turned achaeologists Sat- County Agent B. H. Lickett of
Mr .and Mrs. Leslie Ellis and
and washes BOTH upper and
urday afternoon when threatening Fleming county.
daughter Miss Leila attended serThe boys nay have the tennis upper bowels. Dale, Stubblefield
vices at the Murray Methodist
court finished and have been play- & Co.. Druggists,--in Hazel . by
church Sunday.
ing some between showers.
Turnbow Drug Co.
Several relatives r4et last Saturday at the home hi Mr. Bias
Adams and joined in the celebratiou of Mr. Adams' 70th birthday.
Ila Gray Nesbitt spent last week
with her cousin, Ila Nell Nesbitt
and attended the prayer meeting
Friday night at the home of Mr,
and Mrs. Oakley Harmons. Mr.
and Mrs. Harmon favored the
group with some ,special songs
which were greatly enjoyed. The
prayer meeting will, be held in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Toy
Bandon Friday night.
Parents would it not be a good
investment for the future if countless numbers of rural communities
should have cottage prayer meetings7

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes
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Journalism Not Controlled, Mitchell
ells College Editors Here Friday

Brook's,
Chapel
"

M.'. and Mrs. Joe Young are gmjoicing over their first born, a
girl
•
Mrs. Mollie Stubblefield Starks
was in Dexter March 30, It rained
and she could not get home. She
visited over night with Mrs. Janie
attended Sunday.
Langston and
church services. She spoke feebly of the fine work now being
carried on in the Methodist church
there oat el the fine singingansi
an - excellent Sunday School talk
by Mr. Langston. She also heard
the Rev. Underwood, new pastor
of Hardin and Dexter, deliver a
fine sermon on the Prodigal Son.
"Because you *have kept the
words of my patience. I els° will
keep thee from the hour of temptation which shall come upon all
the world, to try them that dwell
upon the earth.- Rev.
_
Mrs. Alice Burkeen has just had
fence put around the outside of her farm.
I could not find the 'Jots: in
Ledger & Times last week. Seemed
like I had lust something.
Yes. Eagle. I've been hauled
miles and miles in an ox wagon
with my good religious parents
and little 'brothers and sisters to
meetings on the Sabbath. The ox
wagon was as much then_ as the
finest automobile is now.
Burnie Jones, our hustling milk
truck driver, slid off in a grade
ditch April 7, but fortunately no
damage was done.
"That if thou shalt confess with
thy mouth the Lord Je_sus__.erid
shalt believe in thine heart that
God has raised him from the dead,
thou shalt be saved." Romans 10:
9.
Toy Jones is setting new posts
and rewiring his garden fence. No potatoes planted here, much
less corn, Eagle.
.Some relief .gazden seeds have
been distributed 'in this neighborhood.
Mrs. Moruco Schroeder has bedded one half bushel of sweet potatoes.
"Do that which is good and thou
shalt have praise of the same."
Romans 13:3.
•
Mrs. Mollie Starks has been
notified of -the arrival of a great
grandson. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Penny on Paducah and
Eggners' Ferry hishway near Benton. The infant has been named
John Fines. Mrs. Starks has just
received a letter from her son.
Fines Stubblefield and family of
Phoenix....A.riz... stating that ha - was
back -on his regular railroad business and was 'making good. The
letter stated that-;ork apd general
business conditions -were picking
up in that section.
-What sower is under the whole
heavens is mine:- Job 41:11. *
Willie Sims of Benton Rouge 5,
near Maple Spring has been painting Ivy CuIver's houses but has
been hindered much by the rains.
All reed Romans 12.-Old Glory.

fine

Declaring the newspaper ltes.not
been a controlled institution In the
past and thaf the business is as
-nearly free of dorninanute as any
institution lofty, Elliott C. .Mitchell, general manager of The . Sun.
Democrat. addressing the annual
...meeting of the. Kentucky intercollegiate Prera?.: Association here Fri- day nightveitseerted that "the new:- paper Atli -Mends ote--its-own-feet."
Mr. Mitchell was the main
spea-kei- at a baequet given at
i• Through the oversight of .some
Wells Hall of the Murray State
one the date of our play was omitCollege
the
staff
of
College by the
The. play to be
ted last Week
conventhe
delegates
to
News for
given Saturday inight. April 6. is
with
a
tion, which was ended Wild Rose."
retitled "MantrnY's
business session Saturday.
Cast of cheracters appeared
The
Speaking of .joiliteuillsm from a.
last week. And also remember
_precticak :Stieedpeitit, _Mr... Mitchell
ithat- we. are --to .have with .us a.
said it is ''a tough joh- and -colgood string band which will furnlege men should not thinic they
ish plenty of music.
cap "take, a jot, and get a lot of
money." "The newspaper game,"
The students who are to reprehe said. "is_ full of , hard knocks
sent- • us in the. interscholastic
and hard work but there is fun
tournament at Lynn Glove April
in it and it may be compared to It; are: ,
life-hard to take."
selps
Algebra I --Rovene
Miss Rena Belle Angle, secreAgriculture I-Vori, Parker.
tary of the association. announced
Current Events I-Juanita Robthe awarding_ of prizes to papers
at judged by• the Depnrtmeet of• erts.
Algebra II-Wayne Dyer.
Journalism of Missouri. The ColEnglish
Mechanic* II-L
V
lege News of Murray was given
fir''It..., best featute Ross
CunningWorld History
ham.
Agriculture II-Wilson Gantt
Current _ Events
II-Hampton
Walker.
Arithmetic-Lester Workman.
Geemetry-Jerlene Bogard.
AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
English Mechanics 111--Rex FalWEDNESDAY
well.
-PHONE 107American_ 'History-Wilma Carraway.
• English and American Literature
--Hatton •Tutt
.Rioksgy-,Etina .Mae RobeeTe....
DIAGNOSTRICIAN
Current Events HI-Alvis Colson.
Current Events IV-Oreta Bord
Agriculture III-Raymond MorHave Your Shoes Re-dyed

I Faxon High School I

Radio & Refrigerator
Seqice

Mary Boland and Charlie Ruggles
are again featured together in Par,
amount's "Ruggles of Red Gap," at
the Capitol Theatre next Thursday
and Friday.
Charles Laughton,
eminent English actor, plyas the
title role in the picture..

Then, during the noon hour we
used the kitchen to make five
batches of candy.
About 1:00
p. m. we all gathered in the study
hall to devour the heaped plates
of delicious sweets. We had ',just
finished clearing- away when the
celebrators- began to straggle back
to look for bridles and 'saddles
which had 'mysteriously
disappeared.
We regret that anyone
would play., them such a trick,
but one can never tell what might
TIS.
happen on April I. And, .too, we
For
Agriculture' IV-Keys Wells.
hope they Along with their other
Home Economics-Lorene Wells. athletic accomplishments are pro•,
ficient bare-back riders.
Part of our school appropriately
Bright colors. :brown, grey-, kept Alt-Fools Day by- going on
French leave for a hike. After
red, White
having most of our , morning lessons, we used the real 'of our time
doing special cleamrig and tidying
of the buildings and campus. The.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
seventh grade girls \washed all our
-1:313posite Ledger-tar-Times Office oeldoet-used -kitchen. -scruiarmed.

W, H. CARTER

Ten Years Eximrsence
EASTER

Not Everybody in
Calloway county, subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody--reads it!

Dutch's Shoe Shop

aat
TERRAPLARTE
,

-Independence

Proves amazing economy—
in nation-wide test
What
"BUILT by HUDSON"

Means
4tabertea's 0r:41:adios

all ad
alisl-even a roof of steel. '
Motion noted for their ansimaltnew balance and ability to develop more power than other
motamoi comparable size.
Weeld'i greatest stock ear performance... proved by scores
of official A. A. A. records.
Ruggedness proved in the
recent 175,000-mile National
Ruggedness Runs.

22.9 miles to the gallon of gas—in a full-sized,88horsepower sedan! That's the anerage nsileage,
shown by scores of reports from leading cities, of
stock Terraplanes in nation-wide economy tests
held just last month. And some of these cars went
over 25 miles per gallon!
In everyday driving, of,course, you don't expect
the kind of gas Mileage you can get under test
conditions—but even in city traffic Terraplane is
also the outstanding econqmy.ear. Thousands of
sworn statements from actual owners prove it.

Th.ELECTRIC HAND
An exclusive feature ... greatest
mechanical advancement of
1985. Simpler, easier, safer
driving . . . faster, smoother
shifting, with both hands always on the wheel
All 1935 Terraplanes are regularly equipped with conventional gear shift,; with Electric
liandoptionalatamallextracoet.

Ruggedness Saves in Upkeep, Tool
But these

affidavits also show an even more important saving from Terraplane ruggedness. Hudson's way of building automobiles—with America's
only bodies all of steel, the greater ruggedness of

Terraplane chassis and higher quality of materials
throughout—means longer fife and lower upkeep cost.

ECONSIIIYINTREPRICES,T00!

$.5

What other car can pile tweetof economy on more
proof, as Terraplane does for you? Drive a Terraplane; soon. Compare other lowest price cars
with it. Then decide.

ant my fOr Terraelear... Halm
Sis Set5
... Holies Fists
J740 end so. An
Dereitfir closed magi&

eerie,

prices f. aA.

Spodoi Item
. %SS f.o.b. Detroit
(fear wheal sbnelde iolro)

-

News

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bell were Saturday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs_ J. T. _Neu i*y
John Key and his singers are
going to sing at the church on
April 20. which is Saturday night
before Ea.ster.
There is going to be an egg
hunt at the church house Easter
Sunday. Everyone is welcome.
Eunice Schroeder has been on
the sick list for the last few days
with the measles.
Miss
Magdalene Jackson
has
.been spending a few days with her
brother, Clifton Jackson, in Paducah.
Preston Jackson of Paducah is
spending a few days with his
grandfather, Mr. Deems Jackson.
Mrs. Larue Bizzell and children
Dell and Bettie Love spent Friday night with Mr. and Mrs. Ruin
Bizzell.
Miss Grace Nanney and Codell
Schroadee' were Sunday evening
guests of Miss Arid l Nanney.
Several in thie--vicistity - attended the quilting held at the home
of Mrs. Lyrnmi Burkeen Thursday
and Friday. The quilt was quilted
for the church and will be given
away Saturday night, April 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Nanney
few
and daughter Aridl spent
days in Marshall county last week.
Mrs. Sara Jackson is spending
a few weeks with her son, Dennis
Jackson. near Independence.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis
'spent Tuesday evening as guests
of Mr. ahd Mrs. Boyd Bizzel.
-"Blue Bird".

The one you hear

HERE'S OUR PLAN

make-new

TELEPHON.E 3O0

WEST MAIN STREET

Reptesenting Hudson-Built Cars in Murray and- Vicinity
25 BRAND NEW TERRAPLANES FREE -la eve greatest automobile easiest of all dem
Ask

'nil

for details at env Hudson and Terraplane showroom

Sisepto-eiry-

Dr. W.C. Oakley
Chiropraotor•
Office at Home, 609 West Main
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
In Afternoon
I P.M. to

6 P. ht.

Shaving Cream
Rich soft lather gives
a smooth shave.
50C size

THEATRICAL

TOILET GOODS
10c Retail Toilet Soap

50c Besot
25c Jennie! Talcum
2Sc
y
wR
der
um Shaving
Cream
25c After Shave
Powder
SOc After Shave Lotion
3k Jasmine Creams
11.00 Jasmine Face
'Powder
I 50c Jasmine Perfume
75e Lavender Bath
Salts
25c Lavender Talcum
50c Reran Shaving
Lotion
25e Stag Powder
for Men

COLD CREAM

2 forllc
2 fat 36c
2 toy 51 c

•

o
-

35c size HARMONY

Quick safe rehef for aches
and pains.

75c size lb. can

25c size boxof24

2 36c
for

50e size JONTEEL

BEAUTY CREAMS

f" 266

Molded in one piece.

Permedge
RAZOR
BLADES

reg $1.19 full 2 qts.

Every blade ls
guaranteed,

for $1•20

BAY RUM

2

Symbol Fountain
Syringe or Hot
Water Bottle

2

for

mow.
ASPIRIN TABLETS

for

21"$1.01

2 26C

for 26°

Give your skin a
real cleansing.

pkg. of 5 25c

2for510
50c size JONTEEL

FACE POWDER

2for510

2

f°r260
2 for 51c
STATIONERY
2 for 76c RUBBER GOODS'HOSPITAL
10c
Ftrirtald
Z.
O.
Adbe61.30
Size Belmont Pea 2to41.51
2for 26c
tot
sive Plaster x 1 yd. slie
L
s
40c Size Cascade Pound
for 51c $1.39 Victoria Water Sot- 2for$1,40
Paper or EnUs or Syringe 2 qt.
2 for 41c
velopes
2for 26c 35e Dainty Deodorant 2fo,36c lk Size
Graph, Blue Of
Powder

4 ox.

Blue Black

10c size Thiagg5r

EPSOM SALT

2

f°r lle

16C

Z1

AnotherIvica.4 Record Breaking Value
Good at any time during the four days of our sale! 3 regular 39# Wise of Kies:* Dental
with the attached coupon. Ordinarily you pay $1.17. Daring this

sale
you save 77#! Klemm Dental Creme gives you sparkling whit, Until you've always wanted

Creme for only 40*

—without scrubbiag-awithout scratching,
11•111.1,1•141.11..

CLEAN

A=“1.10 lebn

11

CIE"

imm WITEETH

Nasaa

i

u-sliketswlicTReli'S

a th•

AddreU

VINCENT'S
Asst.Chocolates
SIZE

Nii 31
sc LUTION

POUND

Assorted old
and new favor'ftes in deli-etouschocolate.

Compare M 13 1
Antiseptic Salation

with

any

2 for 61c

other mouthwash for econ-

49c size AttiViV

3my and effec-

ASPIRIN
TABLETS

iiveness. Pleasant taste too.

49c

size

A marvelous saving in dependable
aspirin.

.or

2 for 500

risalmajuisais

C

7zer,,10.0/
CASTOR OIL

25c zo
$1.00 Rexall Agarex
compound -25e Pure test Mercurochrome
50c Resell Analgesic
Balm
25c Rexall Corn Solvent
75c Mello! 16 oz.
40c Rezell Gypsy
Cream
50c Denture Adhesive
Powder
506 Laxative Salt
51.00 Beef, Wine and
Iron
33c Elkay's Fly Killer
25c Epsom Salt 16 oz.
39c Sodium Perborate
50c Puretest Rubbing
Alcohol

2for$1.01
2 for26c
2 for5lc
2 for 26c
2 for 76c
2 fc,, 41c
2 for 51C
2 for 51c

50c size

Milk of Magnesia
PINT

,

2I041.01

2 for 36c
2 for 26c
2 for 40c
2 for5lc

50c size

ORDERLIES

STARTIN
SATURDAY. 2
—

—-

LORIE

--

SHARI

INE TOILET SOAP
Six cakes of finest
soap in beautiful box.
Reg. $1.00 Value.

F
. LII.STRoul
TEETH

.........ulammoist.„,....

.....•••••sto.00i.groroolisiedliroo.

full
pia

CI FAN
ilpyllirE

uutifil-W. WHITE

fig eotnecia allowe tie ilia AO tolrirrishase 3 regular 31lo tuSes
of Klirazo Damsel Creme- fee only 40c at any time during the 4
lays
Rexall Original Onp-Caat Sale,

FACE POWDER

29

How often
you've
this powder.

admired

BOX OF 6 CAKES

50c
JONTEEL
ROUGE

50c size Mi 31

75c size Alva:NZ

Dental Paste

MINERAL OIL

For sparklimrlileth and
a clean sweet breath.

RUSSIAN TYPE

2

2for5lc

f°r

for M c

FOODS • CANDY

BANDAGE

Candy and Pure Food items are NOT sold on.the One Cent Sale basis
Opeko Malted Milk
Moureale Olive Oil
16 oz.
Fenway
Cherries
Symc-id's Inn Vanilla
for

Mercurochrome
or plain. Sterile.

25c size

2160

Symond's Inn Lemon
Opeko Cocoa

IA lb.

2for$1.01
2 36c
2 for 41c
2 for 20c

Cadet

FACIAL 1p2for
TISSUES

STAG
2 for 26c Latherless 2for .
2 for 51c SHAVING
0
CREAM '
Wrapped Caramels

Almond Bar

1/2 lb.

35c size

36`

2 for Mc
2 to,26c

You can always. shop to advantage at the

Dale, Stubblefield & Company
THE REXALL STORE
Kentucky

Murray

25c size KLENZO

26c

76c

READYMADE

•
•

2

2 ie.

2 fa. 51c
2 for 26c
2 for 26c
2 tor 26c
2 for 51c
2 for 36c

WRITING PAPER

25c size tube

2 for 51c
1/

25c size MEDFORD

Neutralizes acid that
often causes decay.

tube

Cent Sale basis.

35c jonteel Cretin of
Almonds
50c Klenzo Cocoanut
Oil Shampoo

Milk of
Magnesia
TOOTH PASTE

Mi 31

10,000 Roxall Drug Stores hold
this sal• to
friends.
On special occasions we offer
some of these items at less than
regular list prices but at no
time at these rock bottom
priests. Candy and Port Food
items ore NOT sold on One

Salem News

BEAMAN'S GARAGE

BREW
broadcast over the radio

a

• 'Mr. and Mrs. Will Cooper and
family spent Sunday. March 31,
with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cooper
and family.
Miss Ruby Darnell spent Sunday
.
with -Miss Louise Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Cooper and
Mrs. Ralph
daughter, Mr. and
Haneline spent Saturday with Mr.
and Mrs Luther McClain.
There was a large crowd in
Murray Fourth Monday and several were caught in the storm. / for
one.-O-(-Doe.

OUR
BIGGEST

ORIGINAL
RADIO

:a'

casrgetslory: the Georgetoman.
town College. reeeNed ittst for the
best .editorial and sport?' story;
Eastern Progress, of Richmond,
had the best straight news story;
and the Kentucky Kernel. Lexington, was judged the best all-round
paper.
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WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
April 10, 1 1, 12, and 13

